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ABSTRACT 

 

Atomic force microscope (AFM) probe-based mechanical nanomachining has been 

considered as a potential low-cost alternative method for the generation of nanoscale 

features on the surface of components and devices. Therefore, it is important to 

understand the factors that influence the tip wear of AFM probes in order to achieve 

reliable and accurate machining operations when implementing this process. Despite the 

fact that the basic applicability of AFM probe-based machining has been demonstrated 

for many years, studies focussing on the wear of the tips as a function of processing 

conditions are relatively scarce. In addition, the accuracy and practical suitability of in-

situ techniques to monitor the condition of AFM probes is not adequately acknowledged.  

 

To address these issues, a series of experimental studies were conducted in this PhD 

research when implementing the AFM probe-based machining process on a single crystal 

copper workpiece at selected values of applied normal loads, machining distances and for 

different machining directions. First, the assessment of the wear of AFM silicon probes 

was carried out based on two dimensional (2D) tip profile data. This particular study also 

presented a simple method for improving the accuracy of the tip wear assessment 

procedure when conducted on 2D profiles. Next, AFM silicon probes with diamond-

coated tips were used as cutting tools for a different range of applied normal loads and 

along various processing directions. For this particular study, the AFM probes wear 

assessment relied on two different three dimensional (3D) in-situ measurement 

techniques, namely the ultra-sharp tip scan approach and the reverse imaging method. 

Reliability and practical suitability aspects between these two in-situ techniques were also 

assessed and discussed. For each set of experiments, different qualitative and quantitative 
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wear metrics were observed and analysed. Particularly, from the qualitative perspective, 

the evolution of the AFM tip apex profiles along selected machining distances and 

directions was considered. As for the quantitative measurement, tip radius and tip volume 

loss measurements were estimated.    

 

The most important findings reached in this study are given as follows. First, it was 

shown that the error associated with the traditional method of assessing the tip volume 

from 2D profiles could be 26% in comparison with the simple method proposed here. In 

addition, among the 3D in-situ AFM probe characterisation methods considered, the 

reverse imaging approach was judged to be the most reliable technique. This study also 

showed that tips in silicon were very prone to initial tip fracture during the AFM probe-

based nanomachining process. This phenomenon could also take place, albeit to a lesser 

extent, when silicon tips coated with diamond were utilised. When the nanomachining 

process is not in control due to such tip fracture, it is difficult to extract firm conclusions 

about the influence of the processing parameters on the tip wear. Besides, this rules out 

the application of a design of experiments approach where the minimisation of the tip 

wear volume may be the objective. The study also showed that the AFM probe-based 

nanomachining process was more likely to be in control when using silicon tips coated 

with polycrystalline diamond with no nitrogen doping. In this case, a much reduced 

likelihood of tip fracture could be achieved accompanied with negligible tip wear. In 

addition, the associated results suggested that the evolution of the tip wear was not equal 

in all machining directions investigated, with the largest wear occurring in a direction 

parallel and away to the cantilever long axis. The reason for this should be due to the fact 

that this was also the direction where the process was most likely to be conducted in the 

ploughing-dominated regime. Finally, when the nanomachining process was realised in 
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control, the wear volume was seen to increase with the increase in the normal load for all 

directions considered.   
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

R:    Radius of curvature 

A:   Area 

hi:   Height of a AFM tip profile extracted at regular interval 

li    Regular interval  

Vf :   Volume of frustum for a right circular cone 

hf:   Height of frustum for a right circular cone 

Rf :   Radius of the base of frustum for a right circular cone  

rf :   Radius of the top face of frustum for a right circular cone  

h1:   Pile-up heights measured on left side of a machined groove  

h2:   Pile-up heights measured on right side of a machined groove  

d:   Depth of a machined groove  

Vp:   Volume of the AFM tip 

k:   Number of pixel 

zk:   Height of the AFM tip kth pixel 

Δx:   Value of changes in the distance between two pixels along the x  

   axis 

Δy:   Value of changes in the distance between two pixels along the y  

    axis 

Verror:   The AFM probe volume error associated with the discretisation  

    using circular disk-shaped elements 
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Vaverage:  Average AFM probes volume values 

H/D ratio:  Ratio between the sum of the pile-up heights measured on each  

    side of a machined groove.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background and motivation 

The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) was invented in 1986 by Binning and co-

workers to directly image the surface topography of specimens with atomic level 

resolution by relying on the interactions between the tip of a probe and the specimen 

surface (Bining et al. 1986). Since then, the AFM technology has attracted substantial 

interest not only as a microscope but also as an instrument for the characterisation of 

different mechanical, electrical and magnetic properties of materials. In recent years, the 

AFM has also been employed increasingly as an enabling tool for the development of a 

variety of micro and nanofabrication processes (Tseng et al. 2005). As a result, AFM 

instruments are widely used in academic and industrial research studies.  

 

Among many fabrication techniques based on the AFM technology, AFM probe-

based machining (also referred to as AFM scratching or scribing), which is illustrated in 

Figure 1.1, has been derived as a simple alternative to vacuum-based technologies for the 

creation of nanoscale features (Gozen and Ozdoganlar 2012). This process allows 

material removal from a workpiece as a result of the direct contact between the probe tip 

and the specimen surface. AFM probe-based machining has been demonstrated for a 

number of applications. For example, it has shown potential for producing nanostructured 

replication masters, which can subsequently be used for small and medium series 

production of polymer components (Brousseau et al. 2010).   
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Figure1.1: Schematic of the principle for the AFM probe-based mechanical machining 

process (from Brousseau et al. 2010)  
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In parallel, there is a growing market demand for the reduction of the size of 

products leading to the need of micro and nanoscale features and components (Chau et 

al. 2005) such that light weight, low power consumption and reduced material 

requirements can be achieved (Mostofa et al. 2013). Such a trend makes the AFM to be 

a potential future low-cost technique for nanoscale pattern formation, structuring, 

fabrication and replication (Quate 1997 and Snow and Campbell 1994). In addition, most 

AFM-based techniques can be performed at room temperature and in ambient 

environment and can benefit from the concurrent application of mechanical, electrical, 

thermal, chemical and photonic phenomena on either conducting or non-conducting 

surfaces. 

 

In the field of mechanical machining, both at macro and micro scales, the quality 

of the produced parts can be significantly affected by the condition of the cutting tool 

used. In particular, tool wear and tool breakage not only affect the obtained surface finish 

and dimensional accuracy of machined parts, but also would impact the production 

process by reducing the productivity, reliability and efficiency of a machining system. 

Such concerns also do exist when machining is performed with the tip of an AFM probe. 

The condition of AFM probe tips is also of critical importance when an AFM is used for 

its primary purpose, i.e. imaging. Indeed, the resolution of AFM-based measurements is 

dependent on the geometry of the tip apex and is strongly affected by the degradation of 

the tip through processes such as wear (Liu et al. 2010). In this case, tip wear could lead 

to the obtained topography image to be different from the real surface features of an 

inspected specimen (Atamny and Baiker 1995 and Edwards et al. 1998).  
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For these reasons, the analysis of the wear evolution of the AFM tip geometry for 

the processes of imaging and machining have taken on a greater importance recently. 

Particularly, in the context of AFM imaging such tip characterisation studies are 

numerous. A single probe may be used numerous times and scanned over distances of 

millimetres to kilometres during its life (Liu et al. 2010 and Griffith et al. 1991). 

Therefore, the geometry of the AFM tip should be controlled carefully and its dimensions 

must be accurately known if the true profile of the surface is to be determined. However, 

tip wear investigations are still scarce in the field of AFM probe-based machining for 

which typical cutting forces lie between a few and tens of µN and where the intended 

process phenomena are different from those occurring during AFM imaging. Thus, the 

main motivation behind this research is the need to gain a further understanding of the 

influence of different process factors on the wear of AFM tips when performing AFM 

probe-based mechanical nanomachining operations.  

 

1.2 Research hypothesis and objectives 

The overall aim of this research was to investigate the tip wear of AFM probes when 

implementing the AFM probe-based mechanical nanomachining process. In particular, to 

achieve the overall aim of the research, the following two main objectives were set: 

 

 To investigate experimentally the influence of different process parameters, namely 

the tip material, the machining direction and the applied load on the wear of AFM 

tips.  

 

 To investigate the accuracy and the reliability of different in-situ techniques for 

characterising the apex geometry of the AFM tips.  
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1.3 Thesis Organisation 

 

Chapter 2: a literature review is conducted in this chapter to identify knowledge gaps 

relevant to the context of the thesis. This chapter begins with an introduction to AFM 

nanolithography techniques. In particular, the basis of the force-assisted and bias-assisted 

nanolithography approaches and the operational principles of various derived techniques 

were discussed. Then, the AFM probe-based nanomachining process is reviewed in more 

details. The chapter then moves on to present literature on AFM tip characterisation 

techniques. Specifically, in-situ and ex-situ measurement approaches are discussed. 

Finally, the chapter is concluded with a summary of research issues in the study of tip 

wear for AFM probe-based nanomachining and in the investigations of techniques 

monitoring the conditions for the AFM probes. 

 

Chapter 3: this chapter presents an experimental study where AFM silicon tips were 

employed to machine a relatively soft workpiece material, namely single crystal copper. 

First, the chapter describes the experimental methodology used, which includes the 

machining conditions considered together with the analytical approach utilised to assess 

the tip wear when using 2D profile data extracted from SEM micrographs of the tips. 

Then, results are assessed using different tip wear metrics and are discussed.  

 

Chapter 4: a similar of AFM probe-based machining set up to that reported in Chapter 3 

is employed in this chapter. However, silicon diamond-coated probes are employed for 

the nanomachining trials in this case. In addition, this particular chapter uses different 

wear metrics because an in-situ method, namely the ultra-sharp tip scan approach, is 

employed to obtain 3 dimensional (3D) data of the shape of the AFM tips. 
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Chapter 5: this chapter starts by investigation experimentally the accuracy and practical 

suitability of two different 3D in-situ measurement techniques for tip characterisation, 

namely the ultra-sharp tip san method and reverse imaging method, which is described in 

more details in Chapter 2. Then, a further experimental study of the wear of diamond-

coated tips in silicon is conducted during the AFM probe-based machining process. In 

particular, this chapter considers a different type of probe and a wider range of normal 

applied loads in comparison with the study reported in Chapter 4. 

 

Chapter 6: this final chapter reiterates the knowledge gaps identified in the literature 

review conducted in Chapter 2 and presents the contributions of this research in the light 

of these gaps. In addition, key conclusions reached as well as identified future work, as a 

result of the research carried out in this thesis, are described. 

 

Appendix A shows a comparison between two discretisation schemes for tip volume 

calculations from 2D profile data that extracted from SEM micrographs.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Overview 

In this chapter, a review of the state of the art and its analysis is presented in the 

areas of AFM probe-based manufacturing and AFM tip characterisation techniques. The 

chapter is organised as follows. The next section introduces different AFM probe-based 

nanofabrication approaches by grouping them into the two categories, i.e. force-assisted 

and bias-assisted nanolithography. Following this, particular focus is given to the specific 

process of AFM probe-based machining. Then, existing AFM probe characterisation 

techniques, which can be used to assess the wear of the tip, are reviewed. In addition, a 

comparison of the relative merits of these characterisation techniques. Finally, the chapter 

is concluded with a summary of the open research issues when assessing the tip wear in 

the context of AFM probe-based machining. 

 

2.2 AFM probe-based fabrication processes 

The applicability of conventional mask-based and vacuum-based nanofabrication 

techniques can be limited by their high capital investment and operating cost, multiple-

step processes and limited accessibility. Several other methods appear to be flexible 

alternatives for nanoscale patterning and fabrication such as AFM probe-based 

fabrication, nano-imprint lithography and soft lithography. Among these, AFM 

nanolithography has shown itself to be a unique tool for material structuring and 

patterning with nanometre resolution. In this case, localised nanostructures are generated 

through physical modifications and/or chemical reactions of the surface of materials. In 

addition, using an AFM instrument as a platform for nanoscale pattern formation has 
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potential for the development of future low cost manufacturing techniques (Tseng 2011, 

Quate 1997 and Campbell et al. 1996). Moreover, AFM nanolithography possesses the 

versatility for patterning a wide range of materials including metals, semiconductors, 

polymers and biological molecules in different media (Takahata 2013). As a result, 

numerous AFM based lithographic techniques have been developed in the last two 

decades. Generally, these could be classified into two general groups, namely force-

assisted and bias-assisted nanolithography depending on their mechanistic and 

operational principles. A simplistic illustration to describe the main difference between 

these two groups is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Different processes have been demonstrated 

by researchers within each category. These are now elaborated further in the following 

sub-sections.  

 

2.2.1 Force-assisted AFM nanolithography 

In force-assisted AFM nanolithography, a relatively large load is applied by the tip 

for pattern fabrication on the workpiece. In particular, the range of forces employed in 

this case are larger than those used for AFM imaging (Xie et al. 2006). Figure 2.2 

illustrates the different force-assisted AFM nanolithography processes. These include 

mechanical indentation and scratching (also referred to as machining or scribing), 

thermomechanical writing, manipulation and dip-pen nanolithography. Indentation is a 

single structure formation approach for which the tip is first located at a specific surface 

site and a large force is then applied by the tip to indent the surface in a single vertical 

motion of the probe. AFM-based scratching can be realised either via static or dynamic 

ploughing. In the case of static ploughing, the tip operates in contact mode. It is scanned 

with a load large enough to induce plastic deformation of the substrate material across the 

surface to define features, which are typically in the shape of lines, or rectangles and   
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Figure 2.1: (a) Force assisted and (b) bias assisted nanolithography (from Xie et al. 

2006)  
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Figure 2.2: Force-assisted AFM nanolithography processes: (a) schematic of the AFM-

based nano indentation process (from Chen 2014), (b) schematic of AFM scratching 

(also known as AFM probe-based machining) (from Jiang et al. 2012), (c) 

thermomechanical writing (from Vettiger et al. 2002), (d) AFM-based nano-

manipulation (from Yano et al. 2013) and (e) schematic diagram of the din-pen 

nanolithography (DPN) process (from Rozhok et al. 2003) 

 

 

(e) (d) 
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squares cavities when the tip generates a series of linear parallel grooves. Dynamic 

ploughing involves scratching the surface with a vibrating tip in tapping mode. The force 

applied by the tip onto the substrate is modulated by adjusting the amplitude of the 

cantilever oscillations. In addition to implementing direct AFM indentation or scratching, 

numerous groups have reported indirect approaches based on transfer of the 

mechanically-generated patterns through follow-up wet-etching of lift-off techniques 

(Klehn and Kunze 1999, Snow et al. 1996 and Sugimura 2008). 

 

Thermomechanical writing is also considered as a type of force-assisted AFM 

nanolithography process. In this case the AFM tip is also heated to write patterns over a 

polymer surface. The combined heat and mechanical force caused by the tip result in the 

polymer to soften and flow. This technique was first developed by IBM Zurich research 

group to facilitate the high density writing of data bits in a storage medium (King et al. 

2001).  This approach has also led to the development of the so-called “Millipede” 

technology, which relies on an entire array of probe cantilevers that are brought into 

contact with the storage medium (Mamin and Rugar, 1992 and Ried et al. 1997).  

 

AFM-based manipulation relies on the tip to mechanically cut, push and transport, 

substances to form desired patterns on a substrate. The type of materials that have been 

processed via this approach range from single atoms, nanoparticles, nanocrystals and 

nanotubes to biological molecules such as DNA (Junno et al. 1995). The manipulation 

can be operated in contact, tapping and non-contact modes with the feedback loop either 

on or off (Requicha et al. 2001). The last force-assisted AFM nanolithography technique 

reported here is dip-pen nanolithography (DPN), which was invented by Mirkin’s group 

in 1999 (Piner et al. 1999). DPN is used to deliver collections of molecules in a printing 
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mode. Thus, it is an AFM-based direct write lithographic technique in which the AFM 

probe is used as a pen to directly deliver ink materials to a nanoscopic region on a target 

substrate. 

 

2.2.2 Bias-assisted AFM nanolithography 

For this second group of AFM-based nanofabrication techniques, a bias is applied 

to the AFM probe to create a localised electric field in the nanometre-sized tip-sample 

gap. Since the gap is usually less than a few nanometres, a moderate tip bias of several 

volts generates a field of 108 V/m to 1010 V/m. Such an extremely high electric field can 

initiate various physical and chemical processes, which facilitate pattern formation 

through field emission, charge injection, Joule heating, electrostatic attraction, explosive 

discharge and electrochemical reactions (Xie et al. 2006). Figure 2.3 illustrates the 

existing bias-assisted AFM nanolithography processes. Such techniques encompass 

probe anodic oxidation, field evaporation, electrochemical deposition and modification, 

electrical cutting and nicking, electrostatic deformation and electro-hydrodynamic nano-

fluidic motion, nano-explosion and shock wave generation, and charge deposition and 

manipulation. These are briefly introduced below. 

 

Local anodic oxidation is one of the earliest and most extensively studied 

techniques for bias-assisted AFM nanolithography. Through the application of a bias 

between the tip and a sample, the local electro-physical properties of the surface can be 

changed. In particular, the application of a voltage to conductive cantilever probes 

stimulates the electrochemical process on the surface under the probe tip and a metallic 

layer can be oxidised (Lemeshko et al. 2001). The field evaporation process is used for   
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Figure 2.3: Bias-assisted AFM nanolithography processes: (a) AFM local oxidation 

scheme (from Losilla et al. 2010), (b) AFM image of a gold-dot array written on SiO2 

film 34 Å thick by field evaporation process (from Koyanagi et al. 1995), (c) schematic 

sketch of the experimental setup for electrochemical deposition (from Li et al. 2001), 

(d) CNT on an oxide layer imaged in tapping-mode AFM (i) before and (ii) after cutting 

by applying two voltage pulses (from Park et al. 2002), (e) schematic representation of 

the electrostatic field formation between an AFM tip and a conductive layer with a 

polymer film spin-coated onto the conductor (from Lyuksyutov et al. 2004), (f) polymer 

patterning by nano-explosion (from Ponzoni et al. 2006), and (g) the application of 

charge deposition for nanofabrication (from Mesquida and Stemmer 2001). 

  

(f) (g) 
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atomic manipulation, as it makes it possible to remove and deposit an individual atom or 

a cluster of atoms to surface complexes formed between a metal atom and an adsorbed 

gas atom. The process is usually a multi-step process, which involves the initial escape 

of the surface atom or complex. Then, it is further ionised as it moves away from the 

surface. During the escape, the atom or complex breaks the bonds holding it to the surface, 

by crossing an activation-energy barrier (Forbes, 1995). 

 

Electrochemical deposition is an electrochemical version of DPN utilising meniscus 

formation and tip bias application during ink position (Li et al. 2001). By applying a bias 

to a tip, it is also possible to induce electrochemical surface transformation of certain 

functionalised self-assembled monolayers, while fully preserving the overall monolayer 

structural integrity. Depending on the nature of the transformations, such locally modified 

monolayer surfaces can be used to induce site-selective self-assembly of a number of 

different materials (organic, metal, semiconductor), according to a predefined geometric 

pattern and pre-selected type of chemical modification (Maoz et al. 2000).  

 

Cutting and etching of nanostructures can also be realised by an electrically biased 

AFM tip. The nicking principle is similar to cutting, but the applied tip bias voltage is 

smaller than that used in cutting, so the nanostructure is not completely cut (Park et al. 

2002). For the electrostatic deformation and electro-hydrodynamic nano-fluid motion 

techniques, the current flow generated by the tip bias produces effective Joule heating, 

which locally softens the polymer film. The extremely non-uniform electric field gradient 

polarizes the viscoelastic polymer and attracts it towards the tip apex, leading to the 

formation of protruding structures on the film (Lyuksutov et al. 2003). Xie et al. (2005) 

reported an observation of nano-explosion and shock wave generation in a nanometre-
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sized air/water media induced by a biased AFM probe. In this case, the electric field 

exceeds the breakdown strength of the dielectrics, initiating the explosive discharge of 

the air/water media in the tip-substrate gap. Moreover, such nano-explosions could trigger 

transient shock waves, which propagate parallel to the substrate surface. The propagation 

of the shock waves helps to significantly expand the trajectory of discharged species out 

of the explosion zone, thus leading to the formation of an outer ring surrounding the entire 

structure. Several investigations have been reported for the charge deposition and 

manipulation technique. For example, Crook et al. (2003) introduced an erasable 

electrostatic lithography technique based on this method. In this implementation, patterns 

of charges are deposited on a device surface with a negatively biased scanning probe at 

low temperature and in a high vacuum environment. This technique may be particularly 

useful for the construction of a solid state scalable quantum computer, where the required 

level of uniformity between quantum components is hard to achieve using other schemes.    

 

In the next section, an overview of the state of the art in AFM probe-based 

nanomachining is realised given that this is the process of interest in this research. 

 

2.3 AFM probe-based nanomachining  

AFM probe-based machining is one of the force-assisted AFM nanolithography 

techniques. As stated in the previous chapter, AFM probe-based machining has been 

acknowledged as a simple, reliable, and versatile scheme for the fabrication of a fairly 

wide range of nanoscale devices and systems (Tseng et al. 2009). By controlling the 

contact force between the AFM tip and the sample, desired nano-patterns can be created 

(Klehn and Kunze 1999). In particular, when implementing this process, the tip is first 

forced into the surface of the specimen until a specified cantilever deflection is reached. 
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Then, the tip is moved laterally across the surface of the processed sample according to a 

pre-set length, speed and direction. The main difference to AFM imaging in contact mode 

is that the load applied by the tip at the free end of the cantilever probe is purposely set 

to be large enough to induce plastic deformation on the surface of the specimen. Thus, 

the probe is effectively employed as a cutting tool to carry out material removal 

operations through chip formation or to induce plastic deformation from a ploughing 

action. Initial reports of research studies implementing AFM probe-based nanomachining 

operations were published just six years after the invention of the AFM instrument (Jung 

et al. 1992, Jin and Unertl 1992 and Kim and Dornfeld 2000). Examples of applications 

of the technique have demonstrated the manufacture of nanostructures for nanoelectronic 

(Notargiacomo et al. 1999 and Schumacher et al. 2000) and bio-sensors (Ngunjiri and 

Garno 2008) devices for instance.  

 

The process can also be used to assess properties of specimen surfaces such as the 

scratch hardness (Beegan et al. 2007) or the scratch resistance of thin films 

(Sundararajana and Bhushan 2001). Such studies are generally only concerned with the 

generation of single grooves and do not focus on the process outcome from a 

manufacturing point of view. When AFM probe-based scratching is employed for 

nanofabrication purposes however, studies report the production of more complex 

structures such as curvilinear grooves (Bourne et al. 2010) or pockets machined as a result 

of the probe tip cutting parallel and adjacent lines (Fang and Chang 2003). Such pockets 

can also display complex three dimensional features by varying the load applied by the 

tip along the machined grooves as the work reported by Yan et al. (2010). 
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This section does not intend to provide a comprehensive review of all the studies 

about the implementation of the AFM probe-based nanomachining process as a number 

of state-of-the art review papers have been published recently to this effect by Tseng 

(2011), Yan et al. (2015) and Yan et al. (2016). However, it is still worth mentioning the 

recent efforts of a number of researchers in the micro and nano manufacturing community 

to address some limitations associated with AFM probe-based nanomachining. 

Particularly, it is known that, in its most basic implementation, only a relatively small 

area (i.e. generally smaller than 100 μm by 100 μm) can be processed and that relatively 

low cutting speeds (i.e. normally less than 1 mm/min) are reported. To tackle these issues, 

Bourne et al. (2010) and Yan et al. (2007) tried to enhance the machining area and speed 

by implementing the process with multi-axes precision motion platforms. In addition, 

Gozen and Ozdoganlar (2012) and Zhang and Dong (2012) attempted to increase the 

cutting velocity via the generation of piezoelectric-based kHz rotational lateral motions 

between the tip and the workpiece. Among the studies where additional piezoelectric 

actuators were fitted to a basic AFM instrument for enhancing the process, the work of 

Park et al. (2014) and Zhang et al. (2013) should also be mentioned. In particular, these 

researchers conducted vibration-assisted cutting with the aim of reducing the tip wear 

through high-frequency vertical motions generated with such actuators.  

 

As acknowledged by researchers in the micro and nanomanufacturing community 

(Yan et al. 2015, Gozen and Ozdoganlar 2014, Tseng 2011, Fang and Chang 2003, 

Notargiacomo et al. 1999 and Zhao et al. 2001), the wear of the probe tip during 

machining operations is an important issue as it affects the reliability and repeatability of 

the process. Particularly, a blunt tip apex not only influences the achieved resolution but 

also, due to changes of the cutting edge radius and the rake angle of the tip, this leads to 
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changes of the cutting conditions at the interface between the tip and the material. 

Regarding the influence of the cutting edge radius, it is well-known in the micro 

machining literature that it is important for the tool to be sharp enough to ensure that 

cutting take place via chip formation (Liu et al. 2004). This is due to the minimum chip 

thickness effect. More specifically, this effect means that when the engagement depth of 

the tip into the material (which is normally referred to as the uncut chip thickness in the 

machining literature) is less than the minimum chip thickness, no chip can be formed 

through the shearing of the workpiece material. In this case, no material is removed from 

the processed specimen. However, provided that the applied load is large enough, 

ploughing of the workpiece material via plastic deformation can still take place. In 

particular, the ploughing regime is characterised by some of the workpiece material being 

pushed out on the edges of a machined groove and some being compressed under the tip 

and recovering back after the tip passes (Elkaseer and Brousseau 2014). A number of 

methods have been investigated by researchers in the micro machining area to estimate 

the normalised minimum chip thickness for a given material (Elkaseer and Brousseau 

2014). These are beyond the scope of this review. However, it is worth stating that the 

minimum chip thickness value is normally expressed as a percentage of the cutting edge 

radius of a tool depending of the material processed (Liu et al. 2006). Thus, it is obvious 

that blunting of the tip through wear during AFM probe-based machining could affect the 

machining conditions via a transition from cutting with chip formation to ploughing. 

 

Thus, in the specific context of employing AFM probe-based machining for 

fabrication purposes, it is somewhat surprising that investigations focussing on the study 

of the wear of the tip as a function of processing conditions are relatively scarce. To the 

best knowledge of the author, such studies have only been reported on a few occasions 
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by Zhao et al. (2001) and Gozen and Ozdoganlar (2014). Zhao and co-workers studied 

the wear of a diamond tip when machining polished single crystal silicon. The 

characterisation of the worn tip was performed by scanning it with sharper AFM probes 

at different stages of the machining process. The experimental data were used to compute 

the wear rate of the diamond tip and to observe the evolution of the depth of the generated 

cavities as a function of the machining time. In particular, it was found that this depth 

gradually decreased under constant applied force. This was attributed to the fact that, as 

the tip wear increases over the machining time and thus, the tip radius becomes larger, 

the contact stress between the tip and the silicon surface decreases. In the study from 

Gozen and Ozdoganlar (2014) wear measurements were also performed for diamond 

AFM probes, which were employed to process single crystal silicon. This study enabled 

the authors to quantify the volumetric wear and to analyse its evolution as a function of 

the length of cut. As shown in Figure 2.4, a fast initial wear occurred during the first few 

millimetres of processing and this was followed by a slower linear wear increase until a 

sudden blunting of the tip after about 30 mm of machining. The reported experimental 

study also investigated the repeatability of the wear behaviour between different AFM 

probes from the same manufacturer under identical processing conditions. Interestingly, 

the observed results showed a large variation of the initial wear in the first few millimetres 

of cutting. This was attributed to possible variations in the crystallographic structure 

around the apex of the tip leading to variable initial wear behaviour, which is likely to be 

characterised by a sudden breakage of the tip.  

 

The analysis of the literature reported above reveals that, despite the increased 

attention on AFM probe-based machining, the study of the wear of tips, when employed 

as nano-scale cutting tools, remains an area where further research is required.   
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Figure 2.4: (a) Rapid initial wear followed by a slower linear wear and (b) sudden 

blunting of the tip (from Gozen and Ozdoganlar 2014).  

(a) 

(b) 
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In particular, the influence of different machining parameters, such as the machining 

direction, force applied and tip material, on the wear of AFM tips has not been the focus 

of systematic experimental studies. Thus, the main objective of the research reported in 

this thesis aims to provide additional research data and analysis towards the establishment 

of a more comprehensive understanding of the process factors contributing to the wear of 

AFM probes study. To achieve such aims, implementation of an effective and reliable 

technique for the characterisation of the shape of the tip apex becomes a key enabler. For 

this reason, the next section will provide a review of such characterisation techniques.   

  

2.4 AFM tip characterisation techniques 

When an AFM instrument is employed for its primary purpose, i.e. as a microscope 

for imaging the surface topography of specimen at nano-scale, it is widely recognised that 

assessing and understanding the wear of AFM tips is of primary importance. This is due 

to the fact that tip wear can strongly affect the quality of the imaging results. Therefore, 

numerous researchers have acknowledged the importance of acquiring and examining tip 

apex data accurately and efficiently. Liu et al. (2010), reported that typical silicon and 

silicon nitride AFM probes underwent significant shape change even under the sole action 

of adhesive forces. Therefore, it is natural to anticipate that, in the case of AFM probe-

based nanomachining, the tip may suffer significant wear. Indeed, the applied loads are 

typically comprised between a few µN to a few tens of µN. In comparison, these are about 

1000 times larger than those used for typical AFM imaging in contact mode (i.e. a few 

nN to a few tens of nN). A relatively large number of studies have been reported in the 

literature for assessing the wear of AFM tips. The measurement techniques employed to 

extract geometrical data about the tip apex can generally be categorised into two groups, 

namely in-situ and ex-situ techniques. The in-situ techniques employ instrumentation or 
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set-ups that can be utilised on an AFM system, while ex-situ measurements rely on 

methods which cannot be conducted on an AFM instrument.  

 

2.4.1 In-situ techniques 

There is a wide range of in-situ techniques for AFM tip characterisation. Some of 

them take advantage of the convolution effect. As illustrated in the next section, this effect 

is associated with the fact that the probe geometry determines the resolution of AFM 

imaging (Gan 2009). Particularly, it is a well-known fact that the tip geometry will be 

convoluted with the shape of the sample (Pelz and Koch, 1990 and Montelius and 

Tegenfeldt, 1992). This effect provides an opportunity to characterise an AFM tip apex 

by scanning the probe over specific features such as sharp pin-like asperities, pillars and 

holes. The blind tip reconstruction technique is another in-situ characterisation approach, 

which takes advantage of the convolution effect (Montelius et al. 1993). In addition, 

several reports investigated the characterisation of the tip apex by employing an ultra-

sharp tip as a probe. In this case, the assessed tip is positioned on the AFM stage with its 

apex facing upward toward the ultra-sharp tip. A number of indirect, but still in-situ, 

techniques also proposed to apply wear indices and adhesion tests to assess the condition 

of AFM probe tips. The following sub-sections provide further description about each of 

these in-situ techniques.  

 

2.4.1.1 Scan of specific features   

Many studies reported the direct imaging of the tip shape (also known as reversed 

imaging or inverse AFM mode) by conducting an AFM scanning operation over specific 

structures with the tip to be assessed left in position in the AFM head. Westra et al. (1993) 

presented a study on tip artefacts obtained when scanning AFM images of thin films as 
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shown in Figure 2.5(a). Particularly, the scanned films had asperities with a radius quoted 

as 160 Å to 300 Å. In this way, the authors estimated the radius of the AFM tip apex by 

assuming that the end of the tip was spherical. Thus, the approximate radius of curvature 

of the probe tip could be found by calculating the radius of a truncated sphere with the 

same height and width of the features of the thin film surfaces. Similarly, Neto and Craig 

(2001) described a method making use of reverse AFM imaging to characterise the tip 

apex. In this case however, a spherical colloid particle was attached to the tip. Thus, the 

objective for these authors was to characterise the colloid probe. To achieve this, the 

probe was scanned over a commercially available test structure displaying sharp pin-like 

asperities (model TGT01 from ND-MDT) (see Figures 2.5 (b) and (c)). As illustrated in 

Figure 2.5(c), this structure consists of an array of sharp asperities in silicon with full 

cone angles less than 30° and with radii of curvature less than 10 nm. Following the scan, 

the author used the same technique as Westra et al. (1993) to estimate the radii of the 

AFM probe. In addition, SEM micrographs were also used to act as references. The radii 

obtained with the reverse imaging method were found to be in good agreement with those 

obtained from the SEM images. In particular, the difference in the radii measured with 

the two techniques was approximately 4%. 

 

Bloo et al. (1999), Bushan and Kwak (2007) and Bykov et al. (1998) also presented 

work that characterised the AFM probe tip by scanning over the same commercial test 

structure made of sharp pin-like asperities. Bloo et al. (1999)’s study, the test structure 

displayed an array of sharp tips where the cone angle was 20°, instead of 30°. Both types 

of samples are commercially available and thus, are easy to acquire for AFM 

practitioners. Bykov et al. (1998) noted that scanning the tip over such structures provided 

an inverted image of the tip itself, and therefore that it was a mirror transformation of the 
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real tip shape. As in the case of Bloo et al. (1999) and Bushan and Kwak (2007), the 

obtained three-dimensional data were also used by Bykov et al. (1998) to calculate the 

wear volume. More specifically, Bloo et al. (1999) estimated the wear volume by using 

the Archard wear equation. In the case of Bushan and Kwak (2007), the wear volume was 

estimated by assuming that the probe had a conical shape. The assumption has certain 

limitation because AFM probes tend to be asymmetric (Allen et al. 1992 and Gruter et al. 

1992). Asymmetries can be easily detected even for specimens only a few nanometres 

tall (Vesenka et al. 1993). Maw et al. (2002) also used a similar array of sharp spikes as 

in Figures 2.5(b) and 2.5(c). The tip images were used by these authors to determine the 

area of the worn tip by counting the number of pixels at a series of height increments 

above a set baseline.  

 

Sheiko et al. (1993), Montelius and Tegenfeldt (1993), Atamny and Baiker (1995) 

and Bao and Li (1998) also implemented the reversed tip imaging method by scanning 

specific sharp structures. The difference, in comparison with the studies reported above, 

is that these authors fabricated their own specific samples in order to characterise the tip 

apex. Montelius and Tegenfeldt (1993) prepared their samples using aerosol-produced 

metal particles that were deposited on the sample surface in a subsequent ECR (electron 

cyclotron resonance) plasma. Sheiko et al. (1993) utilised a nanometre-scale stepped 

surface of a SrTiO3 crystal. Atamny and Baiker (1995) prepared samples with spike-like 

protrusions present on copper films deposited on quartz by metal organic chemical vapour 

deposition (MOCVD) (see Figure 2.6). Bao and Li (1998) used hydrothermal deposition 

to prepare a ZnO thin film, which exhibited a large number of sharp crystallites oriented 

normal to the substrate. Sheiko et al. (1993), Bao and Li (1998) and Montelius and 

Tegenfeldt (1992) agreed that such sharp pin-like structures are suitable for imaging the  
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Figure 2.5: (a) A simulation of an AFM tip scanning over a columnar thin film surfaces 

(from Westra et al. 1993), (b) a scanning electron microscope image of the silicon 

grating TGT01 model from NT-MDT (Neto and Craig, 1995), (c) schematic of the 

principle for the AFM probe-based characterisation method using sharp pin-like 

asperities (Bloo et al. 1999).  

(b) (c) 

(a) 
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Figure 2.6: SEM micrograph of copper thin film prepared by MOCVD showing a pin-

like structure with a height of more than 300 nm and a radius of less than 120 nm (from 

Atamny and Baiker 1995).  
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AFM probe to gain information about the tip geometry. Atamny and Baiker (1995) 

confirmed this by observing the shape of the tip profile using three different cross-sections 

from the scanned data and showing that the results from all profiles were similar. 

However, these authors also pointed out that the effectiveness of using the convolution 

effect for this purpose depends on the sharpness of the specific feature scanned.  

 

The above studies show the advantage of using the reverse tip imaging technique 

to obtain two- and three dimensional data of the tip apex. Implementing this technique 

can be relatively straight forward particularly if a commercial test structure is already 

available to AFM users. In subsequent analyses, the data obtained in this way can be 

exploited based on qualitative and/or quantitative approaches to assess the tip condition. 

In addition, the method appears relatively fast to implement as there is no need to remove 

the tip under investigation from the AFM head. Another advantage related to this method 

is that such an approach should be less prone to lead to tip damage, which may otherwise 

result from probe handling operations. 

 

It is also worth mentioning that employing colloidal particles is another approach, 

which has been used by researchers to implement the in-situ reversed imaging technique.  

In particular, Vesenka et al. (1993) conducted an experiment where colloidal gold 

particles (see Figure 2.7(a)) where imaged by the AFM tip to be assessed. Specifically, 

the nominal diameter of the used particles was between 10 nm to 24 nm. The spherical 

and incompressible nature of the particles could be exploited effectively to characterise 

the tip geometry. This could be seen from the experimental data reported in this study as 

the obtained tip radius measurements between the spherical particles and TEM profile 

images of the probe showed an excellent agreement. In this study, a simple 2D geometric 
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relationship was used to relate the scanned width and height of the particles with the 

radius of the tip. From the TEM profile, the radius of the tip was estimated by 

superimposing a sphere on the tip image. Similarly, in the study from Miller et al. (1995), 

the tip profile was assessed using colloidal gold particles. The diameter values of these 

particles were between 10 nm and 20 nm so almost similar to those used by Vesenka et 

al. (1993).  A mathematical model was developed and a solution was proposed to enable 

the 3D reconstruction of the tip geometry based on the scanned data. The reconstructed 

tip was superimposed over a TEM image of the same tip in order to examine the accuracy 

of the extracted profile. The agreement was seen to be good to within a nanometre except 

near the edge of the reconstructed tip. The authors noted that the accuracy of the probe 

reconstruction method depends on the image noise and numerical derivative 

approximations. 

 

In a similar way, Odin et al. (1994) proposed that the tip apex radius of curvature 

and its cone angle could be obtained by scanning the probe over a monolayer of rigid 

latex balls. The used latex balls mean diameter was 176 nm with a standard deviation of 

2 nm. To obtain the tip radius, the ball dimension was required. This study assumed two 

different types of tip geometries: a conical tip with spherical apex and a parabolic tip. A  

formula was presented to estimate the tip radius. The author suggested that the half-angle 

of the tip should be known before estimating the tip radius. Hence, when implementing 

the proposed method, the authors discovered that the radius measurements would be 

influenced by noise errors caused by the quality of the tip and the scanned image. 

 

Other types of specific features have been used to implement the reverse tip imaging 

approach. Griffith et al. (1991), Grigg et al. (1992) and Griffith and Grigg (1993) 
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measured the geometry of AFM tips by extracting their shape from the scan of pillars 

displaying a slight undercut (as shown in Figure 2.7 (b)). This undercut ensured that an 

obtained profile reflected the tip apex shape as it travelled down the side of the pillar 

during scanning.  Griffith and Grigg (1993) showed that the shape of the imaged profiles 

along the undercuts corresponded well to the shape of the tip when observed with an SEM 

instrument. In order to measure the total width of the probe, the width of the scanned 

pillar must be known in advance and thus, determined by other means. According to the 

authors, sources of error with this approach come from the quality of the pillars. In 

particular, the roughness on the top of pillars could produce waviness on the edges of the 

pillar. In comparison with imaging very sharp asperities, such features require more 

complex post-processing of the scanned data to reconstruct the probe tip image. 

 

Finally, Glasbey et al. (1994) estimated the tip profile by scanning a wide range of 

holes present on various samples made off polyethylene glycol methacrylate copolymers. 

These holes had walls which were steeper than the angle of the tip. From the scanned 

data, tip radii were assessed using the radius of curvature formula and the tip angle could 

be estimated by measuring the slope of the scanned hole profiles.  

 

2.4.1.2 Ultra-sharp tip scan technique 

With this technique, the tip itself is used as the inspected sample. In this case, the 

AFM probe is removed from the head of the AFM instrument and positioned on the stage 

with its tip facing up so that its apex can then be scanned by a sharper tip. Khurshudov 

and Kato (1995) and Khurshudov et al. (1996) were the first to use this principle to 

analyse the wear of an AFM probe. However, the tip employed in their studies was of the 

same type as the probe under investigation. Thus, these authors did not use the ultra-sharp   
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Figure 2.7: (a) Colloidal gold particles imaged with a commercial AFM probe (from 

Vesenka et al. 1993) and (b) schematic diagram of the structure used by Griffith and co-

workers for characterising probe tips (from Griffith et al. (1991)).  

(a) 

(b) 
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tip approach in the strict sense of the term. Nevertheless, signs of wear on the inspected 

probe could still be observed although the authors did acknowledge that the data may be 

partly affected by the tip convolution effect (Khurshudov and Kato, 1995). In another 

study by Khurshudov et al. 1996), such direct tip imaging technique was employed to 

superimpose and compare cross sectional profiles of AFM tips between their unused and 

their worn states. In this way, the wear volume could be estimated. In addition to using 

the direct tip imaging, the authors also monitored the wear from the decrease in scratch 

depth, when processing a silicon sample, with the increasing number of cycles.  

 

The ultra-sharp tip approach was used by Gozen and Ozdoganlar (2014). The 

inspected tip was measured using a commercially available ultra-sharp tip (see Figure 

2.8). In this work, the condition of ultra nanocrystalline diamond AFM tips were 

characterised at different stages of so-called “nanomilling” operations. Data about the 3D 

geometry of such probes was extracted through non-contact AFM measurements 

performed by the ultra-sharp tip. The obtained data were used to determine the 

progression of the tip wear by assessing four different metrics, namely the wear volume, 

the wear area, the tip radius and the change in tip height after different machining 

distances. The scanned 3D AFM image for a given diamond probe was first aligned with 

its 3D topography obtained prior to the start of the machining operation, i.e. in its unworn 

state. The volume of a worn tip was calculated through the discrete integration of the 

heights of its 3D coordinates of points, obtained from the ultra-sharp tip scan, within a 

given region. The worn volume was estimated by subtracting this volume from the 

volume of the unworn tip bounded by the same region. To determine the tip radius at any 

stage of the experiment, cross sectional height data sets were extracted within a 

predetermined apex region. Subsequently, a sphere was fitted to this profile data using a  
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Figure 2.8: (a) Illustration of the AFM tip characterisation technique using an ultra-

sharp tip, (b) an example of a 3D AFM image obtained (c) a cross-sectional AFM image 

extracted from the 3D data (from Gozen and Ozdoganlar 2014). 
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least-square approach and the tip radius was determined to be equal to the radius of the 

fitted sphere.    

 

2.4.1.3 Blind tip reconstruction 

The blind tip reconstruction (BTR) method is a technique established by Villarubia 

(1994). BTR allows the determination of an outer envelope that describes the tip geometry 

from the AFM image data of the roughness of a surface obtained by scanning the tip over 

it without a priori knowledge of the surface actual geometry. The derivation of such an 

outer bound by this method may closely approximate parts of the tip that were in contact 

with the surface during the scanning process (Villarubia 1996). 

 

Dongmo et al. (2000) carried out an experimental investigation to characterise 

AFM probes using the BTR technique. In this study, two different probes were tested. 

One of them had a relatively smooth shape and the other displayed a more complicated 

profile. In this work, SEM scans of the probe tips were also performed. These profiles 

were used as a reference against the cross sectional profiles of the tips extracted from the 

BTR data. Based on a qualitative analysis, it was shown that the SEM and BTR profiles 

agreed well within about 600 nm from the apex. Outside this range, the BTR results 

overestimated the tip envelope. In this study, the obtained data were also used to calculate 

the tip radii. This was done by finding the parabola 𝑦 = 𝑥2/2𝑟 that best fitted the profile 

near the apex where r is the radius. 

 

Liu et al. (2010) performed experiments to analyse the nanoscale wear of AFM tips. 

Four types of commonly used and commercially available AFM probes were scanned on 

an ultra nanocrystalline (UNCD) sample surface in contact mode under adhesion forces 
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alone. Figure 2.9 shows the obtained AFM scans for different tips at various stages of 

wear.  These authors used the BTR technique along with TEM observations and pull-off 

force measurements. The extracted BTR profiles were compared against TEM profiles of 

the same tips (as shown in Figure 2.10). Similarly, to the findings reported by Dongmo 

et al. (2000), a good agreement was found close to the tip apex but not for the whole tip 

profile. The data extracted from the BTR technique were also used to assess the tip radii 

and also to calculate the volume loss wear. In this case, the tip volume was calculated by 

assuming that the tip could be described by a stack of circular disk-shaped elements with 

a diameter equal to the measured tip width.  

 

Wan et al. (2014) presented a theoretical study with the aim of investigating the 

sources of errors that resulted from implementing the BTR technique in practice. This 

study was motivated by the recognition that BTR can lead to a reconstructed tip envelope 

that exhibits large errors if the scanned surface, or tip characteriser, used is not 

appropriate. Among the different recommendations made in this study, it was noted that 

the cone angle of the features used as tip characteriser must be smaller than the cone angle 

of the tip to be reconstructed. In addition, the authors advised that the height of the 

features on the tip characteriser should be higher than the height of the region of interest 

to be reconstructed from the tip apex. 

 

In addition to some limitations of the BTR technique mentioned above, according 

to Yan et al. (2016), the method is very sensitive to spikes in the data (i.e. noise). These 

may occur during the imaging process as a result of external interferences and the 

scanning parameter settings. These authors reported that these spikes lead to an 

underestimated tip radius. 
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Figure 2.9: AFM topography images of the ultra nanocrystalline UNCD surfaces 

acquired by (a-c) a Si tip, (d-f) a SiNx-coated Si tip, (g-i) a sharpened SiNx tip, and (j-l) 

an unsharpened SiNx tip (from Liu et al. 2010). 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Comparison of the tip profiles measured by TEM and blind reconstruction 

(“BR”) for (c) the SiNx-coated Si probe and (d) the unsharpened SiNx before use, after 

acquiring 20 images, and after acquiring 100 images (from Liu et al. 2010).  
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2.4.1.4 Wear metrics 

A number of other approaches can be implemented on an AFM instrument to assess 

the tip wear. However, these do not lead to the direct extraction of geometric information 

from the tip. Instead, these approaches enable the assessment of different wear metrics, 

which can still be used to evaluate the condition of an inspected tip.  

 

Cheng et al. (2011) developed a method, which requires the utilisation of an 

acoustic transducer mounted on the top of an AFM tip. The principle of the technique is 

illustrated in Figure 2.11. It relies in the transmission of acoustic waves to the AFM tip 

at GHz frequencies. Thus, tip bluntness was determined by monitoring the shift in the 

resonance frequency in comparison with the resonance frequency value of an unworn tip. 

This technique enables the in-situ and non-contact monitoring of nanometre changes at 

the tip end. However, in order to implement this approach in practice, the main drawback 

is that the tip needs to be fabricated on a thin piezoelectric membrane and thus, 

standardised and commercially available probes cannot be used in this case. 

 

Bhaskaran et al. (2010) studied the wear of ultra-sharp tips made of diamond-like 

carbon with silicon when sliding them on a SiO2 surface using applied loads less than 20 

nN, which are typical loads for AFM imaging in contact mode. To assess the tip shape, 

adhesion tests between the tips and the surface were performed. In this case, an increase 

in adhesion corresponds to an increase in the contact area between the tip and the 

substrate. Thus, measuring the force required to pull the tip off the surface can be used as 

an indicator of wear. In the reported experiments, the authors observed a tip wear rate of 

one atom per micrometre of sliding. Using the obtained experimental data, these authors 

were also able to demonstrate that the classical wear law of Archard did not describe  
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of the method employed by Cheng and co-workers. Depending 

of the degree of tip bluntness, an increase or decrease in the resonance frequency of the 

transmitted acoustic waves may be detected (from Cheng et al. 2011). 
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appropriately the tip wear at such small scale and for such small values of applied load. 

Instead, they suggested that atom by atom attrition dominated the wear mechanisms. Prior 

to this study, Gotsmann and Lantz (2008) also used such adhesion tests to study the wear 

of sharp silicon tips when sliding on a polymer surface at relatively low loads (i.e. 

between 5 nN and 100 nN). These authors also observed that Archard’s law did not fit 

the experimental data obtained.   

 

Schmutz et al. (2010) proposed to measure changes in the resonance frequency of 

the oscillating AFM probe and to relate this frequency shift to a change in mass of the tip. 

This idea was implemented using different combinations of probe and sample materials 

used to carry out scratching experiments. In particular, colloid probes were employed in 

this study, which consisted of small spheres of a few micrometres in diameter attached to 

the tip. According to the authors, with this approach it is possible to measure the increase 

or decrease of the tip mass down to a few picograms. 

 

Huang et al. (2013) studied the effect of different scanning parameters on the tip 

wear when operating the AFM instrument in tapping mode. In this work, Si and diamond-

coated Si probes were used. The specimen scanned was a commercially available sample 

specially designed for assessing the condition of AFM tips as it displayed shallow but 

sharp nanostructures on its surface. Based on the AFM topography data obtained by 

scanning these samples, the arithmetical mean roughness (Ra) was extracted. The 

evolution of the calculated Ra values as a function of the tip scanning time was considered 

as a tip-wear index. The blind tip reconstruction method was also applied to the AFM 

scans to estimate the diameter of the probe. A good correlation was found between the 

variations in the diameters of the tip and of the Ra values as a function of the scanning 
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time. Based on this, the authors indicated that the assessment of the Ra metric could be 

considered as a possible tip-wear index. 

 

2.4.2 Ex-situ measurements 

In the context of characterising and assessing AFM tips, ex-situ measurement 

techniques are defined as those where the probe needs to be removed from the AFM 

instrument such that the tip can be inspected with another microscopy method. In all 

cases, ex-situ measurements are realised using an electron microscopy approach, either 

SEM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Scanning TEM (STEM) or high 

resolution TEM (HRTEM). It is evident from the literature that numerous studies used 

ex-situ techniques for characterising AFM probes. Such studies used electron microscopy 

techniques either on their own or as a way to confirm the reliability of the data obtained 

with an in-situ method. In this section, a few examples of such studies are reported and 

the advantages and limitations of using electron microscopy are discussed.  

 

Bloo et al. (1999) used an SEM instrument to obtain qualitative and quantitative 

information on the geometry of AFM tips as shown in Figure 2.12. Qualitative data which 

can be observed from SEM inspections include contamination of the tip for instance. In 

the study by Bloo et al. (1999) adhesive wear was reported as shown in Figure 2.12 (b) 

where extra material can be observed around the tip apex. The authors claimed that such 

contamination could not be detected without the utilisation of electron microscopy. Along 

with the completion of adhesion tests, Gotsmann and Lantz (2008) also used an SEM 

equipment to analyse the effects of tribochemical wear of silicon tips when scanned on a 

polymer surface. Other examples of investigations of AFM probe wear using SEM can 

be found in the work from Chung and Kim (2003) and Pugno et al. (2009) for instance.   
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Figure 2.12: (a) SEM image of the tip before the wear experiment and (b) SEM image 

of tip after the wear experiment (from Bloo et al. 1999). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13: A TEM image demonstrating the contrast between the thin coating of 

diamond-like carbon and the single-crystal silicon probe underneath (from Jacobs et al. 

2015). 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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Particularly, the profiles of the tips before and after sliding tests were analysed in these 

studies.   

 

As mentioned above, another electron-based microscopy technique used to analyse 

and characterise the AFM tip apex is TEM. TEM micrographs can show regions of a 

specimen with different contrasts as a result of differences in composition (atomic 

number) and crystal structure between those regions as illustrated in Figure 2.13. 

Imperfections or small pieces of contamination on the side of a probe can also be easily 

observed using TEM inspection. Jacobs et al. (2016) used both SEM and TEM to 

determine and analyse the geometry of AFM probe tips. In a previous study involving 

adhesions tests realised with AFM probes, the same authors recreated the 3D profiles of 

tips from their 2D profiles obtained with HRTEM (Jacobs et al. 2015). To do this, the 

authors had to assume that the observed tips had circular profiles at each resolved height 

increment. Based on the analysis of TEM images of tips obtained at different tilt angles, 

the authors reported that this was a reasonable assumption in the context of their study as 

they restricted their observation within a region less than 10 nm from the tip apex, which 

is where the adhesion forces took place. Liu and Chen (2011) also examined AFM probes 

using a combination of TEM and SEM depending on the resolution required. Changes in 

tip profiles before and after AFM scan tests were analysed by overlapping pre-scan and 

post-scan images of the same probes at the same magnification and at the same viewing 

angle. 

 

Chung et al. (2005a) also used HRTEM images to characterise AFM tip profiles. 

The main purpose of this work was to understand the nature of silicon tip wear when 

sliding such tips on DLC and silicon surfaces for applied loads comprised between 10 nN 
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and 100 nN. The authors assumed that the Archard’s wear law held true for their study 

and thus, they aimed to calculate the wear coefficient from Archard’s wear equation. This 

required the estimation of the worn volume of the tips. Regrettably, the authors did not 

describe how this volume was calculated from the HRTEM data.  

 

An important advantage of employing an ex-situ electron microscopy approach is 

that direct imaging of the tip can be realised. In the case of TEM or HRTEM, this can be 

achieved to a very high degree of resolution, down to the atomic level and thus, enabling 

the lattice structure to be observed. With this approach, it is also straight-forward to 

inspect if there is any extra material on the tip and thus, to determine if the probe suffered 

from contamination during experiments. However, due to the ex-situ nature of using 

electron microscopy, there is an increased risk of tip damage as a result of having to 

remove the probe from the AFM instrument. Another drawback of electron microscopy 

is that SEM and TEM images provide only two dimensional data for the inspected tips. 

Thus, assumptions have to be made when recreating the 3D volume of the tip. 

Nevertheless, such electron-based approaches appear essential as a tool to complement 

and confirm the validity of in-situ techniques, particularly in the initial stage of 

implementing a given or novel in-situ method.   

 

2.5 Summary 

As highlighted in section 2.3, despite the importance of tip wear in the specific 

context of AFM probe-based nanomachining, research in this area is still relatively scarce. 

Although a number of tip wear studies have been reported when a tip was used to perform 

scratching against a surface, these studies did not focus particularly on the process from 

a nano-scale machining point of view. Thus, these do not address some of the practical 
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issues that face AFM users when implementing AFM probe-based nanomachining. In 

particular, some of the knowledge gaps that still exist in this area are as follows:  

 It is not clear whether the tip wear may vary significantly as a function of different 

nanomachining parameters and particularly, as a function of the tip material, 

machining direction and applied load. This represents the overarching theme for 

this research and is considered in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.  

 The estimation of the radius of AFM tips is a commonly employed metric in tip 

characterisation studies. However, in the context of using an AFM probe for the 

controlled removal of material from the surface of a workpiece, no study has been 

devoted to analysing the information content of such a metric. Thus, it is not clear 

whether radius measurements are reliable for determining the condition of AFM 

tips when used to machine a workpiece. For this reason, radius measurements will 

be conducted in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 with the aim of providing sufficient 

experimental evidence to confirm or reject the suitability of tip radius data during 

AFM tip-based nanomachining. 

 Despite the limitations of electron microscopy techniques, these still appear to be a 

very important tool to assess the conditions of AFM probes. However, when 

recreating the 3D volume of a tip from the 2D profile of a SEM or TEM image, the 

assumption that a tip is made of a stack of circular disks may be seen as too 

simplistic. Rather, it should be better to describe the tip as a stack of frustums of 

right circular cones. This alternative representation will be investigated in Chapter 

3. 

 For monitoring the conditions of AFM probes in practice, the literature review 

indicates that the implementation of an in-situ technique still appears to be a more 
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preferable solution over an ex-situ approach. This is due to the fact it can result in 

the acquisition of 3D data, while enabling all operations to be conducted within a 

unique instrument, i.e. the AFM system itself. However, the identification of the 

best in-situ 3D measurement techniques in terms of accuracy and practical 

suitability when implementing AFM probe-based nanomachining represents a line 

of research that needs systematic investigations. This aspect is considered in 

Chapter 5. 

 

Based on the knowledge gaps reported above, the common focus of Chapters 3, 4 

and 5 is on analysing the influence of different parameters on the wear of various types 

of AFM probes during tip-based nanomachining operations. For each chapter, different 

methods are used to characterise the AFM probe geometry. More specifically, in Chapter 

3, the tip apex of Si probes is characterised using only scanning electron microscopy. In 

this chapter, three wear metrics, namely the tip radius, the area loss and the volume loss 

are extracted from the 2D SEM data and estimated as a function of the machining 

distance, the machining direction and the applied force. Next, the objective of Chapters 4 

and 5 is to analyse the influence of these parameters on the wear of diamond-coated Si 

probes during tip-based nanomachining. In both chapters, the radius and volume wear 

loss are estimated based the acquisition of 3D data from the tip apex. In particular, for 

Chapter 4, the ultra-sharp tip scan approach is employed for this purpose while for 

Chapter 5, both the ultra-sharp tip scan and reverse imaging techniques are utilised. This 

also allows to conduct a comparative study about the reliability of these in-situ approaches 

in this chapter. Analyses of the topography of the machined grooves are also carried out 

in all three chapters in order to gain further insight into the machining regime that 
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occurred during the experiments. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions, 

contributions and proposed future work from this research. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ASSESSMENT OF WEAR FOR AFM SILICON PROBES USING 

TWO DIMENSIONAL TIP PROFILE DATA 

 

3.1 Overview 

From the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, it was identified that there has been no 

detailed experimental study so far about the influence of different parameters on the wear 

of AFM probes during tip-based nanomachining. Thus, the motivation for this chapter is 

to conduct such an investigation when employing AFM probes having silicon tips to 

machine a relatively soft workpiece material, namely single crystal copper. Such probes 

are widely used for scanning the surface topography of samples with an AFM instrument. 

Thus, the study conducted in this chapter also aims to assess to which extent this type of 

probes may be used in the context of AFM tip-based nanomachining. In addition, silicon 

tips tend to be sharper than those made in silicon nitride (Si3N4) and those that are coated 

with diamond. Therefore, this characteristic is of potential interest with respect to the 

obtained resolution of the process. To achieve this aim, the characterisation of the two-

dimensional (2D) profile of a number Si tips was performed on geometric data acquired 

by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).  

 

Another objective for this chapter is to propose the utilisation of a novel and simple 

method for improving the accuracy of the tip wear assessment procedure when conducted 

on 2D profiles. The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. First, the 

experimental set-up and methodology are described. In particular, the selected machining 
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parameters and the rationale behind their selection is explained. Next, the analytical 

methods adopted to extract different tip wear metrics from 2D profile data are presented. 

Then, the experimental results obtained are discussed in the context of the wear assessed 

along different machining directions. Finally, conclusions and recommendations for the 

following chapters are drawn.  

 

3.2 Experimental set-up and methodology 

3.2.1 AFM system 

In this study, the AFM tip-based nanomachining operations were conducted on the 

XE-100 AFM model from Park Systems. The actual AFM instrument utilised is shown 

in Figure 3.1. This AFM is positioned on an active anti-vibration table (model TS 150 

from Table Stable Ltd). In addition, it is located inside a full acoustic enclosure. This 

AFM system has individual X, Y and Z piezoelectric actuators. The X and Y actuators 

generate displacements of the stage along the x and y axes with sub-micrometre 

resolution, while the Z actuator defines the vertical displacement of the AFM probe along 

the z axis. Figure 3.2 illustrates the principle of the AFM tip-based nanomachining 

process. The basic steps for its implementation are described as follows. The tip of the 

AFM probe is first brought into contact with a sample/workpiece until a predefined load 

is reached. Then, the workpiece is moved relative to the tip via the displacements of the 

stage along the x and y axes. The normal force applied by the tip on the workpiece depends 

on the deflection of the probe cantilever in the normal direction at the tip position. For 

most AFM systems, this deflection is conventionally measured by projecting a laser beam 

on the back of cantilever and by monitoring the displacement of the beam reflection with 

a position sensitive photodiode (PSPD). The   
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Figure 3.1: XE-100 AFM instrument from Park Systems. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the AFM tip-based nanomachining principle (adapted 

from Brousseau et al. 2013). 
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PSPD output signal can be used to implement a feedback loop, which ensures that the 

value of this signal output is maintained as the probe tip is moved along the surface of a 

sample. This is achieved by adjusting constantly the vertical displacement of the probe 

with the Z piezoelectric actuator on which it is mounted. 

 

In this research, to conduct the AFM tip-based nanomachining process, the “XEL” 

software from Park Systems was used. This software enables the user to define 

customised tip trajectories. In addition, two different modes of operations may be detected 

to implement the nanomachining process, namely the “set-point” and the “z-scanner” 

modes. The “set-point” mode requires the user to specify a particular value for the applied 

load. Thus, this mode relies on the feedback loop of the AFM instrument, which ensures 

that the position of the reflected laser spot on the PSPD is kept constant, as mentioned 

above. The “z-scanner” mode allows the user to define a specific vertical displacement 

of the AFM probe towards the sample prior to the start of machining. Thus, in the “z-

scanner” mode, the feedback loop of the AFM instrument is not utilised to control the 

vertical position of the probe, as this position is fixed during a machining operation. 

Therefore, compared to “set-point”, the “z-scanner” mode enables the application of a 

higher load onto the sample. This is due to the fact that the maximum value of tip 

deflection is not limited by the dimensions of the PSPD in this case. However, it is 

important to note that nanomachining conducted with the “z-scanner” mode do not 

compensate for the tilt of the processed surface as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Indeed, if the 

surface is inclined at an angle, “θ” with respect to the x axis, then the obtained depth of 

the grooves may not be constant along a cut. In this research, initial trials revealed that 

the load applied by the tip using the “set-point” mode was not always sufficient to induce   
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the possible effect of the tilt on the groove depth when 

conducting the AFM tip-based nanomachining operations with the “z-scanner” mode.  
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plastic deformation into the workpiece. Therefore, the “z-scanner” mode was employed 

throughout the experiments. 

 

3.2.2 Workpiece preparation  

A single crystal copper sample with 99.999 % purity was used as a workpiece. 

Figure 3.4 shows the complete workpiece preparation procedure prior to the 

nanomachining experiments. The sample, which had a diameter of 12 mm, was cut to a 

length of 12.5 mm using micro wire Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM). Next, the 

sample was polished using a procedure tailored for soft materials as described in Figure 

3.4. The roughness achieved after polishing was Ra 4 nm as measured with the AFM 

instrument.  

 

3.2.3 AFM probes 

Silicon probes (model NSC15 from MikroMasch) were used for the experiments 

conducted in this chapter. Figure 3.5 shows a SEM micrograph of such type of probe. 

These probes are normally designed for AFM imaging tasks in non-contact mode. The 

nominal radius value for tip apex of such probes is specified as 8 nm by the manufacturer. 

The probe cantilever is designed such that it has a nominal normal spring constant, k, of 

40 N/m. The complete set of specifications for this AFM probe is given in Table 3.1. 

Given the traditional large uncertainty associated with the actual k value of AFM probes, 

a calibration procedure was systematically carried out to assess the normal spring constant 

of each probe used in the experimental trials. The particular procedure adopted to perform 

this calibration was that proposed by Sader et al. (1999) for rectangular cantilevers.  
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Figure 3.4: Workpiece preparation procedure.  
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Figure 3.5: SEM micrographs of a typical NSC15 probe. 
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Table 3.1: Probe specification for the NSC15 model. 

 

  

Probe 

Resonance 

frequency (kHz) 

Force constant 

(N/m) 

Cantilever 

Length 

l  

± 5 µm 

Width 

w  

± 3 µm 

Thickness 

t  

± 0.5 µm 
min nominal max min nominal max 

NSC15 

series 

265 325 410 20 40 80 125 30 4 
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3.2.4 Cutting conditions 

In this experimental study, it was decided to vary only two process parameters as 

follows: 

 

 Set applied normal force: This value is defined by the AFM user prior to performing 

an AFM machining operation. It corresponds to the normal force applied by the tip 

on a specimen when the tip is engaged vertically into the material without any 

lateral displacement of the probe with respect to the sample. As pointed out in 

Brousseau et al. (2013), due to the particular implementation of AFM instruments 

and the fact that during AFM machining operations, an additional horizontal cutting 

force acts on the tip, the actual normal force value is not known during processing 

unless a specific data acquisition system is implemented to assess it as described in 

Malekian et al. (2010). In this study, it was decided to use two different values of 

applied normal force, 80 µN and 40 µN. 

 

 Machining direction: A large number of machining directions can be implemented, 

for example when cutting curvilinear grooves. However, in the majority of studies 

on AFM tip-based machining, mainly four different directions are utilised. As 

described in Tseng et al. (2011), these can be parallel to the long axis of the 

cantilever while towards to, or away from, the probe as well as perpendicular to the 

cantilever. The machining directions selected in this study are illustrated in Figure 

3.6. They correspond to the possible two directions parallel to the cantilever, 

namely towards (Direction 1) and away from (Direction 2) the cantilever as well as 

perpendicular to it (Direction 3). In practice, for conventional AFM systems, the 

probe cantilever is not parallel to the surface of the specimen but mounted at an 
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angle such that the probe is slightly pointing towards the sample. For example, this 

inclination angle is 12° for the XE-100 AFM instrument used in this study. Due to 

this inclination, Direction 1 results in a different rake angle compared to Direction 

2 for which machining is conducted away from the probe. Only one direction 

perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever was considered (i.e. Direction 3 

shown in Figure 3.6) because it is assumed that the tip configuration is symmetrical 

with respect to the long axis of the cantilever.    

 

In addition, it should be noted that recent molecular dynamics simulation studies of 

a diamond tip cutting silicon (Goel et al. 2012) and copper (Geng et al. 2015) suggest 

that the tip wear mechanism is affected by the crystal orientation of the workpiece. Thus, 

in this study, the copper sample was rotated in the appropriate direction before each 

machining trial to make sure that the parameter “machining direction” was only 

representative of the potential influence of the tip and probe orientation with respect to 

the specimen without the introduction of a possible effect from the crystal orientation of 

the copper workpiece. Table 3.2 summarises the set-up used to perform each of the six 

machining trials that could be designed based on the selected process parameter values. 

The machining speed was kept constant at 5 µm/s in all experiments. The total machined 

distance for each experiment was 3 mm. The assessment of the tip wear was performed 

at different points across this total distance, namely after 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 1.5 mm and 

finally 3 mm of machining. The particular approach used to assess the wear of the tips is 

described in the next section. 
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Figure 3.6: The investigated three machining directions with respect to the long axis of 

the cantilever. 

 

 

 

Table 3.2: Selected AFM tip-based nanomachining parameters.  

Trial 

number 

Set normal 

force (µN) 

Machining 

direction 

Machining 

speed (µm/s) 

Machining 

distance 

(mm) 

1 80 1 

5 3 

2 80 2 

3 80 3 

4 40 1 

5 40 2 

6 40 3 

Cantilever 

Tip 

Direction 1 

Direction 3 

Direction 2 
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3.3 Methodology for tip wear assessment 

3.3.1 Two-dimensional profile extraction 

As reported in Chapter 2 earlier, a number of techniques can be used to characterise 

the geometry of AFM tips. It is common for many researchers to employ SEM equipment 

for this purpose. Therefore, in this chapter, it was decided to assess the wear of the tips 

used for machining based on 2D profile data obtained with SEM inspections. Figure 3.7 

demonstrates the particular procedure adopted in this chapter to assess the wear of the 

NSC15 tips. At each selected point along the overall cutting length, an SEM image of the 

tip was obtained at a set magnification, which was the same for each tip inspected. In 

order to quantify the wear at a given state of the machining distance, the SEM image 

obtained at that particular state (worn tip image) is compared to the one obtained before 

the experimentation (unused tip image). This comparison requires the alignment of the 

two images such that the unworn regions of each image coincide, revealing the regions 

that have been subjected to wear. Next, Figure 3.8 provides an example that illustrates 

the procedure for extracting the tip profile information in practice. In particular, Figures 

3.8(a) and 3.8(b) show the SEM image of a new tip and that of the same tip after 

machining for 0.5 mm, respectively. Particularly, an automatic tip edge detection 

procedure was applied on the SEM data using an image processing software (Image J). 

Then, the 2D coordinates of the detected points on a tip profile were exported into a text 

file that could be further processed with the Excel software. The unused tip profile was 

aligned with the profile of the worn tip. Principally, the aligned profiles are obtained by 

offsetting the coordinates the worn tip profiles as illustrated in Figure 3.8(c). When the 

unused tip and the worn tip images are superimposed within this common coordinate 

system, the worn region can be identified as depicted in Fig. 3.8(d).   
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Figure 3.7: Tip wear assessment procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: SEM images of (a) the unused tip, (b) the tip after machining for a distance 

of 0.5 mm during Trial 5; corresponding 2D profiles, (c) before alignment, (d) after 

completing the alignment procedure.  
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Based on the 2D profile information for a given probe, the assessment of the tip 

wear at a selected machining distance was performed via the calculation of three different 

metrics, which could then be compared between the profile of the unused tip and its 

current profile. The particular wear metrics considered are presented in the following 

sections. These consists in the area and volume loss measurement as well as the 

assessment of the tip radius.  

 

3.3.2 Area and volume loss measurement 

As discussed in the previous section, the assessment of the AFM tip wear was 

conducted after performing the procedure of extracting and aligning profile data from the 

SEM images. Based on this 2D information for a given probe, the first wear metric 

considered was the measurement of the area loss between the profile of the unused tip 

and its profile obtained at a selected machining distance. This was achieved as follows. 

First, the height, hi, of a profile was extracted at regular interval, li. The maximum hi value 

was determined by considering the area of the profile which is affected by the wear. This 

was performed following the alignment of the profiles as in Figure 3.8 (d). Next, each of 

the height values was multiplied by the length of the interval considered. Finally, the area, 

A, under a given profile was estimated by adding all the rectangular areas calculated 

during the previous step as expressed in the following equation: 

 𝐴 =  ∑ ℎ𝑖 . 𝑙𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1  (3.1) 

where n represents the number of intervals. Characteristically in this study, there were 

about 100 to 150 intervals considered along the tip profile. It is acknowledged that this 

approach has an error associated with it. However, this error can be minimised by using 

a small interval value. The interval employed in this work was 5.8 nm. In particular, the 

interval was defined according to the resolution of the SEM micrograph, thus the distance 
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between each pixel. This value generally corresponded to about 0.5% of the overall 

distance over which a profile was extracted. Finally, the wear metric “area loss” could 

then be obtained by subtracting the area under the tip at a given machining distance from 

the area under the profile of the same tip in its unused condition: 

 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =  𝐴𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑝 − 𝐴𝑡𝑖𝑝 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 (3.2) 

 

The second wear metric considered is referred to as “volume loss”. The procedure 

followed to compute this metric is inspired by that reported by Liu et al. (2010). Based 

on 2D profile data, these authors assumed that the tip was comprised of a stack of circular 

disk-shaped elements where the diameter of each element corresponded to the measured 

tip width at regular intervals along the tip vertical axis. In this way, the volume for a given 

tip could be calculated by adding the volumes of all elements. In this work, it is proposed 

to discretise a tip into a stack of frustums of right circular cones instead. It is expected 

that this approach should lead to a better fit to the real shape of a tip in comparison with 

assuming a stack of circular disk-shaped elements. The geometry of a frustum for a right 

circular cone is illustrated in Figure 3.9. The formula used to express the volume, Vf, of 

such an element is given below. 

 𝑉𝑓 =  
𝜋ℎ𝑓

3
 (𝑅𝑓

2 + 𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑓 + 𝑟𝑓
2) (3.3) 

where hf is the height, Rf is the radius of the base and rf is the radius of the top face as 

shown in Figure 3.9. Finally, the volume for a particular tip and the “volume loss” metric 

could be obtained from equation (3.4) and (3.5), respectively. 

 𝑉 =  ∑ 𝑉𝑓𝑗
𝑚
𝑗=1  (3.4) 
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Figure 3.9: Frustum of a right circular cone.   
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where m represents the number of intervals considered along the tip profile. In this study 

stacks of about 200 frustum of right circular cones were used. 

 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =  𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑝 − 𝑉𝑡𝑖𝑝 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 (3.5) 

 

In this study, the value of the interval used along the tip vertical axis to discretise a 

tip profile was 10 nm. The interval was considered according to the resolution of the AFM 

tip SEM micrograph. Based on the experimental data obtained in this chapter, a 

comparison between the approach of Liu et al. (2010) and that proposed here showed that 

the error associated with the discretisation using circular disk-shaped elements was 26% 

(see appendix A). 

 

3.3.3 Tip radius measurement 

As reported in Chapter 2, calculating the radius of the apex of an AFM tip is a 

procedure commonly employed by researchers to assess the tip condition. Thus, in this 

chapter, the third wear metric is the estimation of the tip radius, R. To achieve this, a 

polynomial was first fitted to the extracted 2D profile data. Similarly, to Odin et al. 

(1994), R was then estimated by calculating the radius of curvature at the maximum point 

of the fitted polynomial based on the following formula: 

 𝑅 =  
 [1+(

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥
)

2
]

3/2

𝑑2𝑦

𝑑𝑥2

 (3.6) 

  

For all analysed tips, a polynomial of degree two was fitted to the data to implement 

equation (3.6). Based on the obtained experimental results, the fitness agreement between 

the tip and a polynomial of degree two was between 88% to 95% (see appendix B). A 

better level of fitness could be achieved with higher degree polynomials. However, initial 
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investigations revealed that such polynomials were more sensitive to very localised and 

sudden changes along the tip profile. In turn, this higher sensitivity tended to lead to 

erroneous estimations of the tip radius because such local irregularities are not 

representative of the overall radius of the tip apex along a specific tip width. 

 

3.3.4 Assessment of groove topography 

The generated grooves on the single crystal copper workpiece were inspected with 

an SEM instrument (model XB1540 from Carl Zeiss) and with the XE-100 AFM from 

Park Systems. In particular, the SEM micrographs were used to observe the formation, or 

otherwise, of chips during machining. Specifically, a SEM image was obtained for the set 

of grooves produced after each considered machining distance, namely 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 

1.5 mm and 3 mm. The AFM was employed in contact mode with an applied force of 20 

nN using a single crystal silicon probe to obtain 3D scans of individual grooves. The 

specific probe utilised was the CSG 30 model from NT-MDT. Such probes have a 

nominal tip radius of 10 nm. The complete set of specifications for this type of probe is 

given in Table 3.3. Such AFM scans were taken for grooves generated during the trials 

conducted for the first (i.e. 0.5 mm) and the last (i.e. 3.0 mm) machining distance. From 

the obtained AFM data, the cross section of grooves could be analysed. This analysis was 

performed based on the method reported in Ahn and Lee (2009). As suggested by these 

authors, which completed AFM tip-based nanomachining experiments on a brittle 

material (i.e. silicon), the ratio between the sum of the pile-up heights measured on each 

side of a machined groove, h1 and h2, and the depth of this groove, d, as illustrated in 

Figure 3.10 was used to detect the machining regime. This ratio is referred to the H/D 

ratio and it is expressed as follows:  

𝐻/𝐷 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =  
ℎ1+ ℎ2

𝑑
     (3.7)  
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Table 3.3: Probe specification for the CSG30 model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10: H/D ratio  
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According to Ahn and Lee (2009), when the H/D ratio is more than unity, i.e. more than 

1, it could be assumed that machining is taking place in the ploughing-dominated regime. 

Inversely, when this ratio is less than 1, it may be assumed that machining occurs in the 

cutting-dominated regime, i.e. with chip formation. In this study, seven cross sections for 

each grooves were measured as illustrated in Figure 3.11 to calculate the average value 

of the H/D ratio. 

 

3.4 Analysis of the results 

3.4.1 Area and volume loss measurements 

SEM images of the tips employed to complete the six experimental trials are given 

in Figure 3.12. Each image shown corresponds to the tip condition prior to the start of the 

experiments. It can be easily noticed that the geometry of each tip apex is relatively 

different despite the fact that the probes were fabricated by the same manufacturer. Such 

observations about variations in tip conditions were also recently reported by Jacobs et 

al. (2016). Based on the procedure described in Figure 3.7, each tip profile could be 

extracted during the machining trials as shown in Figure 3.13. In particular, each graph 

in this figure combines the profile of an unused tip with its subsequent profiles at each 

selected machining distance. In addition, Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the evolutions of 

single measurement of the area and volume losses between the profile of an unused tip 

and those of the same tip at selected machining lengths (see Appendix E 

 

From Figures 3.14 and 3.15, it can be observed that both wear metrics, area loss 

and volume loss, show a similar generic trend for all six experimental conditions. In 

particular, the initial wear of the tip is relatively large in the first 0.5 mm of machining. 

Following this, the wear rate reduces and generally tends to follow a linear behaviour. 
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Figure 3.11: (a) AFM topography image of a groove and (b) cross section of a groove 

profiles after 0.5 mm of machining distance.  
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Figure 3.12: SEM micrographs of the six NSC 15 silicon tips used in this chapter prior 

to the start of the experimental trials.  
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Figure 3.13: Tip profiles at different stages of machining for each trial conducted for 

each NSC 15 silicon probes.  
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Figure 3.14: Evolution of the tip area loss as a function of the machining direction for 

the different values of set normal force considered for NSC 15 silicon probes.   
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Figure 3.15: Evolution of the tip volume loss as a function of the machining direction 

for the different values of set normal force considered NSC 15 silicon probes.  
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Similar observations were presented in Gozen and Ozdoganlar (2014) where the initial 

wear of diamond tips was reported to be due to a sudden breakage of the sharp tip due to 

increased stress concentration (see Appendix C). Small but early fractures of silicon tips 

have also been observed in studies from Liu et al. (2010) and Villarubia (1997) where 

much lighter normal forces, i.e. in the order of a few nN, had been applied. Thus, it is 

immediately apparent that this behaviour represents an important limitation when 

employing Si tips for AFM probe-based machining. It is expected that, following fracture, 

the gradual wear evolution is due to mechanisms involving the progressive removal of 

atoms in small clusters through local bond breaking (Liu et al. 2010). 

 

The second observation that can be drawn from Figures 3.14 and 3.15 is that the 

amount of material removed from the tip during the initial fracture seems to be dependent 

on the magnitude of the applied force. In particular, a higher applied normal force (80 

µN) led to a larger portion of removed tip material for two of the considered machining 

directions (i.e. Directions 2 and 3). This is not observed for the tip used to machine along 

Direction 1. However, it must be noted that the tip used to perform the trial 1, i.e. along 

Direction 1 and at 80 µN of applied force, was from a different box of probes. Thus, this 

particular tip could have been manufactured from a different batch and as a consequence, 

it may possess a different crystallographic structure. Therefore, it was decided that the 

data from this particular trial should not be taken into account when analysing the results.  

 

The plots given in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 can be used to compare the rate of wear 

between different experiments after the first 0.5 mm of machining when the wear 

evolution has reached a steadier state. More specifically, this can be done by fitting a 

linear function to the data points for a given trial and then by examining the slope of this   
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regression line. In this way, it is observed that for both Directions 2 and 3, the wear rate 

is slightly higher for a lower amount of applied force. Although this result seems 

counterintuitive, hypotheses can be put forward to explain it based on the examinations 

of both the geometry of the tips after fracture and the topography of the generated 

grooves. More specifically, the tip geometry reveals the degree of bluntness and thus, the 

extent of the contact area between the sample and the tip. A blunter tip leads to a higher 

contact area and thus, a reduced contact stress, which in turn is expected to decrease the 

rate of wear for the tip. 

 

Another conclusion that can be made from Table 3.4, when comparing rate of 

change of volume loss, the Trials in machining in Direction 2 is always higher than 

machining the probe in Direction 3. The reason that can put forward is that different 

machining directions lead to different rake angles. Particularly, the stiffness of the 

cantilever whether in torsional or normal deflection may influences the rake angle. Thus, 

it is expected that for a given value of applied normal force, different machining directions 

will result in different loads acting on the tip, which in turn should influence the wear 

rate. This has been observed by other researchers where a reduction of tip wear rate was 

correlated with an increase in the tip size, thus indicating the role that stress plays in nano-

scale wear (Liu et al. 2010). This phenomenon is most likely at play regarding the wear 

rate results obtained for Direction 2. In particular, the comparison between Figure 3.13(b) 

and Figure 3.13(e) reveals that the tip after fracture is blunter for the trial conducted at 80 

µN. Thus, the larger contact area for this trial contributes to lessen the wear rate compared 

to the corresponding experiment in which a smaller force was applied. In the case of the 

results obtained for Direction 3, a different phenomenon is probably taking place given 

that the same conclusion with respect to the area of contact cannot be drawn. In particular, 
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from Figure 3.13(c), it can be seen that, after fracture, the tip has retained a relatively high 

degree of sharpness compared to the corresponding tip profile shown in Figure 3.13(f), 

which was for the trial conducted in the same cutting direction but with a lower force. 

The inspection of the generated grooves clearly indicates the formation of chips when 

machining with the sharper tip as illustrated in Figure 3.16. Such chip formation was not 

observed for the experiment carried out at 40 µN, which means that machining in this 

case was ploughing-dominated. In the field of micro machining, it has been reported by 

Biermann and Kahnis (2010) that cutting forces increase when machining is conducted 

in the ploughing-dominated regime compared to the cutting regime with formation of 

chips. Thus, in the case of the results observed for Direction 3, it is hypothesised that the 

lowest rate of wear for the trial with a higher normal force is driven by the fact that 

machining is taking place in the cutting-dominated regime. 

 

 

3.4.2 Tip radius measurements  

In Figure 3.17, the evolution of tip radius measurements for all machining trials is 

plotted (see Appendix E). In-line with the previous section, this figure suggests that the 

initial wear of the tip increases rapidly. It could be expected that the radius should 

gradually become larger as the machined distance increases. However, the results shown 

in Figure 3.17 suggest that this is not always the case. In particular, if the radius evolution 

of the tip used for trial 5 (i.e. Direction 2 and 40 µN) is considered, it can be observed 

that it slightly reduces after 1 mm of machining. Based on the tip profile data provided 

earlier in Figure 3.13(e), this is attributed to the fact that the initial tip fracture resulted in 

a tip profile close to that of a flat punch. Further machining with this tip led to the 

rounding of the edges first and thus, to a reduced tip radius compared to that of a flat 

punch geometry. 
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Figure 3.16: Generated grooves on the Cu surface at different magnifications for Trial 3 

(set applied force: 80 µN; machining direction: 3). 
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Figure 3.17: Evolution of tip radii as a function of the machining direction for the 

different values of set normal force considered NSC 15 silicon probes.   
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In addition, it was noted in the previous section that for both Directions 2 and 3, the 

wear rate was observed to be slightly higher for a lower amount of applied force. 

However, when calculating the rate of change for the radius measurements in these 

directions, the opposite outcome is obtained (see Table 3.4). It is also observed from 

Figure 3.17 that the application of a larger force does not necessarily lead to a larger tip 

radius. Instead, for a given applied force and processing direction, the tip radius evolution 

seems to be strongly determined by the radius value achieved after 0.5 mm and thus, by 

the shape of the probe after initial fracture. Thus, these observations indicate that the 

analysis of the tip radius could provide information for the occurrence of fracture. 

However, such data alone have limitations for drawing meaningful conclusions about tip 

wear. 

 

3.4.3 Machined grooves 

The cross section profiles of machined grooves are shown in Figure 3.18 for all 

trials at two different machining distances, namely 0.5 mm and 3.0 mm. In the majority 

of cases, protuberances or ridges (also referred to as pile-ups in the AFM-based literature) 

which accumulate on the edges of the grooves can be observed. Tseng et al. (2009) 

suggested that such pile-ups are formed when the process is conducted in the ploughing-

dominated regime. In particular, they are the result of the material being plastically 

squeezed or deformed by the stress generated by the tip during machining. Tseng et al. 

(2009) indicated that the height of the squeezed protuberances can be as large as the depth 

of the indentation. In conventional machining, the height of such protuberances (also 

referred to as burrs) when the process is conducted in the cutting-dominated regime is 

smaller than those observed in the ploughing regime (Kim and Dornfeld, 2000).  
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Machining 

direction 
Trial 

Applied 

normal 

force (µN) 

Rate of change of 

area loss  

(nm2 x 104 / mm) 

Rate of change of 

volume loss  

(nm3 x 106 / mm) 

Rate of 

change of tip 

radius 

(nm / mm) 

1 

1 80 3.2 9.4 28.9 

4 40 8.5 24.3 1.9 

2 

2 80 2.6 10.8 53.1 

5 40 4.1 20.7 1.9 

3 

3 80 3.5 7.9 13.3 

6 40 4.1 8.2 67.7 

 

Table 3.4:  Rate of change of the radius values based on the plots in Figures 3.15, 3.16 

and 3.18.  
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In Section 3.4.1, it was suggested that the particular results observed for Trial 3 

were due to the fact that machining was taking place in the cutting-dominated regime. In 

order to verify this hypothesis, the H/D ratio, which was defined in eq. (3.7), can be  

calculated. In addition, SEM micrographs of the produced grooves can be obtained to 

observe the presence, or otherwise, of chips. These quantitative (i.e. H/D ratio 

calculations) and qualitative (i.e. SEM inspections) assessments were conducted for all 

trials (see Tables 3.5 and 3.6, respectively). For Trial 3, Table 3.5 shows that the H/D 

ratio is 2.97 for the first 0.5 mm of machining distance. This suggests that ploughing was 

occurring during this interval. Indeed, referring to Table 3.6, it is also noticed that no chip 

was generated for the first 6 grooves. However, during the 7th groove, a chip started to 

form. Following this, a chip was formed for all grooves in Trial 3 until the last machining 

interval, i.e. until a distance of 3 mm. It is also interesting to note that the H/D ratio for 

Trial 3 in this case is found to be 0.96. This is consistent with the SEM observations. 

 

From the values reported in Table 3.5, a similar phenomenon was found for Trial 

2. However, the depth of the grooves during the cutting distance until 3.0 mm was 

shallower than that achieved during the first 0.5 mm (refer to Figure 3.18(b)). This shows 

that the groove depth alone does not indicate whether machining is taking place in the 

cutting or ploughing dominated regime. It is also worth noticing that the profile of the tip 

used in this trial was already found to be relatively blunt (see Figure 3.13(b)). This appears 

to be in contradiction with the suggestion that machining took place in the cutting-

dominated regime. However, the profiles shown in Figure 3.12 only present 2D 

information. Thus, it may be possible that the cutting edge of the cross section 

perpendicular to that shown in Figure 3.14(b) was still relatively sharp. This observation 

provides further evidence that using 2D SEM micrographs has limitations when assessing  
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Figure 3.18: Groove profiles obtained when machining with NSC 15 silicon probes. 
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Table 3.5: H/D ratios for NSC 15 silicon probes.  

Trial 

Applied 

normal force 

(µN) 

H/D ratio with standard deviation 

During machining trial 

until 0.5 mm 

During machining trial 

until 3.0 mm 

1 

80 

3.23 ± 0.22 2.04 ± 0.13 

2 3.00 ± 0.73 0.77 ± 0.19 

3 2.97 ± 0.84 0.96 ± 0.06 

4 

40 

0.67 ± 0.20 0.58 ± 0.22 

5 2.37 ± 0.27 2.06 ± 0.44 

6 7.23 ± 2.17 1.74 0.47 
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Table 3.6: SEM micrographs of grooves at the considered machining distances for NSC 

15 silicon probes. Scale bars: 20 µm.   

Trial 

Set 

applied 

force 

(µN) 

SEM micrographs of grooves 

0.5 mm 1.0 mm 1.5 mm 3.0 mm 

1 

80 

    

2 

    

3 

    

4 

40 

    

5 

    

6 
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the bluntness of AFM tips. A similar phenomenon can be reported for Trial 4. In this case, 

the H/D ratio values at the start and the end of this trial were both less than one. The SEM 

micrographs displayed in Table 3.6 corroborate this as chips were found on the workpiece 

surface for all the machining distances. However, the SEM profile extracted for this trial 

again suggest that the probe was quite blunt (see Figure 3.12(d)). The fact that this tip 

still managed to machine in the cutting-dominated regime is also most likely due to the 

fact that the cutting edge radius for the profile perpendicular to that reported in Figure 

3.12 is still relatively sharp. 

 

For Trials 1, 5 and 6, it is believed that the machining was taking place only in the 

ploughing-dominated regime throughout as the values of the H/D ratio are always more 

than one. This can be clearly observed in Figures 3.17(a), (e) and (f) as the pile-up are 

much higher than the groove depth compared to other trials when the machining was 

carried out in the cutting-dominated regime. Additionally, the SEM micrographs shown 

in Table 3.6 confirm that for all these three trials no chips were formed. Overall, the 

observations reported in this section tend to support the method reported in Ahn and Lee 

(2009) to detect the transition between the ploughing and cutting regime via the 

assessment of the H/D ratio based on the topography of the cross section of machined 

grooves.  

 

3.5 Conclusions 

This chapter reported experimentally investigations on the wear behaviour of 

silicon tips during AFM tip-based machining of single crystal copper. Two machining 

parameters were varied, i.e. the applied normal force and the machining direction. In the 

framework of this study, a simple discretisation approach was also proposed to assess the 
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tip volume based on the knowledge of its 2D profile. In particular, this approach consists 

in considering the tip into a stack of frustums of right circular cones instead of into a stack 

of circular elements. 

 

In the reported research, although grooves could be successfully machined over the 

considered processing distance for each trial, the results obtained highlight the limitation 

of using silicon probes for such operations. In particular, these probes are very prone to 

initial tip fracture. This phenomenon makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the 

influence of the studied parameters on the tip wear. Nevertheless, it could still be said that 

the amount of fractured tip material appears to become larger with the augmentation of 

the normal applied force. The occurrence of such initial fracture should be avoided as it 

is very difficult to control and predict the subsequent groove formation mechanism and 

the wear rate evolution. This is due to the fact that, as the conducted experiments suggest, 

these process outcomes are dependent on the resulting tip geometry after fracture. More 

specifically, the tip geometry influences the contact area between the probe and the 

sample and thus, the stress concentration at the tip apex. The resulting geometry for a 

fractured tip also plays a role in determining whether machining is taking place in the 

ploughing-dominated or cutting-dominated regime, which in turn is expected to influence 

the machining force and thus, the wear.  

 

The combination of measurements used for tip characterisation throughout the wear 

tests in this work provides a methodology for obtaining a quantitative understanding in 

the nanoscale degradation of AFM tips with machining. Radius measurements are only 

best to be used when the probe has no fracture. In comparison, area and volume wear loss 

metrics and groove measurements are generally in agreement and thus, provide more 
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representative data about the condition of AFM probe tips. Moreover, despite the fact that 

measurements via direct SEM imaging of the tip only obtain leads to two dimensional 

data, these still could provide a detailed picture of the geometry of the tips.  

 

Finally, the combined analysis of the SEM micrographs of the machined grooves 

and their cross section data obtained from AFM scans indicates that the transition between 

the ploughing and cutting regime may be detected via the assessment of the H/D ratio 

from Ahn and Lee (2009). In comparison with these authors, a larger range of machining 

conditions were considered here. However, further experiments should still be conducted 

to confirm this initial observation.  

 

Based on the results obtained in this study, the following chapter will focus on the 

investigation of tip wear during AFM probe-based machining using a harder tip material 

in an attempt to overcome the limitation of Si tips. Additionally, given the limitation of 

using 2D profiles for assessing the tip wear, in the next chapter, a 3D in-situ technique 

will be employed, namely the ultra-sharp tip scan method. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ASSESSMENT OF WEAR FOR AFM SILICON PROBES WITH 

DIAMOND-COATED TIPS USING THE IN-SITU ULTRA-SHARP 

TIP SCAN METHOD 

 

4.1 Overview 

In Chapter 3, AFM probe tips in silicon were measured and analysed from 

geometric data acquired by SEM. Although nano-scale grooves could be produced for 

each considered processing condition on a single crystal copper substrate using such 

probes, it was observed that these tips were very prone to fracture after a very short 

machining distance. The important consequence of such tip fracture on the obtained 

groove topography and processing mechanism was also confirmed and discussed. For this 

reason, AFM silicon probes with diamond-coated tips were used in this chapter with the 

aim to overcome the limitation of silicon tips. Considering that diamond-coated tips 

should be less prone to wear, the studied machining distance was increased by 2 mm in 

comparison with the previous experimental work conducted in Chapter 3. The set applied 

normal force and machining speed were also reduced in order to observe and analyse the 

diamond-coated tip behaviour for conditions thought to decrease the likelihood of tip 

breakage during the nanomachining process.  

 

In addition, the characterisation of the AFM tips was carried out not only using 

SEM inspections but also, using an in-situ method, namely the ultra-sharp tip scan 

approach. This technique was implemented with the aim to enable the analysis of the tip 

apex geometry based on 3D data rather than solely 2D profiles as was the case in Chapter 

3. However, SEM micrographs of the considered tips were still used as a reference against 
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which the cross sectional profiles extracted from the ultra-sharp tip scan method could be 

compared. Finally, the influence of considering different vertical distances from the tip 

apex when selecting profile data for the calculation of the tip radius was also studied in 

this chapter.  

 

4.2 Experimental set-up and methodology 

4.2.1 AFM system and workpiece preparation 

The experimental set-up as well as the machining and workpiece preparation 

methodologies adopted in this chapter were identical to the work reported in Chapter 3. 

Thus, the experiments were conducted on the XE-100 AFM using the XEL software and 

the “z-scanner” mode of the AFM instrument. The same single crystal Cu workpiece was 

also employed. Prior to the start of the machining trials, the polishing procedure for soft 

materials was repeated on this workpiece to avoid possible prior contamination of its 

surface.        

 

4.2.2 AFM probes 

The silicon probes with diamond-coated tips used for these experiments were the 

model DCP20 from NT-MDT. A SEM micrograph of this type of probes is shown in 

Figure 4.1. The nominal radius value for tip apex of these probes is specified as 35 nm by 

the manufacturer. The probe cantilever was not rectangular but displayed a V-shaped 

geometry. It was designed such that it has a nominal normal spring constant, k, in the 

range 28 N/m to 91 N/m. The complete set of specifications for these probes is given in 

Table 4.1. In this chapter, the calibration procedure carried out to assess the normal spring 

constant of each probe is that proposed by Neumeister and Ducker (1994) for V-shaped 

cantilevers.  
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Figure 4.1: SEM micrographs of a typical DCP20 probe. 

 

 

Table 4.1: Probe specifications for the DCP20 model from NT-MDT.  

Probe 

Resonance 

frequency (kHz) 

Force constant 

(N/m) 

Cantilever 

Length 

l  

± 5 

µm 

Width 

w  

± 3 

µm 

Thickness 

t  

µm 
min nominal max min nominal max 

DCP 20 

series 

260 420 630 28 48 91 90 60 1.7 – 2.3 

2 µm 

100 nm 
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4.2.3 Experimental procedure 

For each DCP20 probe utilised, Figure 4.2 illustrates the overall procedure 

implemented to conduct the nanomachining experiments and to acquire data for the 

subsequent assessment of the tip wear. First, the 2D profile of the unused probe was 

recorded using SEM. Then, 3D geometric data of its tip apex were obtained prior to 

machining by implementing the ultra-sharp tip scan method in non-contact mode. To 

achieve this, ultra-sharp conical probes from Nanoscience Instruments (model ISC 

125C40/-/R) were utilised. As specified by the manufacturer, these probes have a nominal 

tip radius less than 5 nm and an included angle less than 5º. The scan direction used was 

parallel to the long axis of the cantilever. The resolution of the obtained AFM image for 

inspected tips was set at 256 x 256 pixels. This in-situ method was also performed at 

different stages of the nanomachining experiments until the overall cutting length of 5 

mm was completed. In particular, the assessment of the tip wear using the ultra-sharp tip 

scan technique was performed at 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm and finally 5 mm of 

machining. Once the cutting experiments were completed for a given probe, a final SEM 

inspection was realised to acquire a second 2D profile of its tip apex. The purpose of 

obtaining these SEM images was to enable an analysis of the agreement between SEM 

profiles and cross-section profiles extracted from the 3D geometry of the tip. 

 

In addition, between each machining intervals, and prior to the ultra-sharp tip scan 

inspection, the probes were cleaned using a two-step indentation process to remove the 

chips that could be accumulated around its tip apex. This process was the same as that 

followed by Gozen and Ozdoganlar (2014). In comparison with the overall procedure  
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Figure 4. 2: Experimental procedure.  
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followed in Chapter 3, removing chips from the tip apex was required here as the presence 

of such chips could affect the quality of the AFM images obtained with the ultra-sharp 

tip technique. The first step of this cleaning process was to press the tip against an 

elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surface. This aimed to remove the larger chips 

wrapped around its apex. A second indentation step into a soft SU-8 photoresist surface 

was also implemented to ensure the removal of smaller chips. For both of these steps of 

the cleaning process, 16 indentations were performed by applying a normal load of 20 

µN.  

 

4.2.4 Cutting conditions 

In this chapter, it was decided to vary only two process parameters, namely the pre-

set applied load and the machining direction, similarly to Chapter 3. However, the 

particular machining speed used was 2 µm/s while the considered applied loads were 40 

µN and 20 µN. The same three different machining directions, as already described in 

Chapter 3, were used. Due to the fact that the previously studied AFM silicon probes 

tended to be affected by an initial fracture during the nanomachining operations, in this 

chapter the values for the machining speed and applied load were selected to reduce the 

possible occurrence such tip breakage. This was considered in addition to the fact that 

diamond-coated tips were investigated. One of the selected applied force values was kept 

at 40 µN, as in Chapter 3, to observe if fracture still occurred for this load. By selecting 

the second set applied force at 20 µN, the intention was also to observe whether the cutting 

dominated regime could take place for such a reduced applied force. Finally, the 

machining distance was increased to 5 mm, in comparison with 3 mm for Chapter 3, in 

order to maximise the likelihood of being able to detect and measure tip wear. In total, 
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six machining trials could be designed. The summary of the experimental conditions for 

each trial is shown in Table 4.2.  

 

4.3 Methodology for tip wear assessment 

4.3.1 Ultra-sharp tip scan technique 

In this chapter, the particular implementation of the ultra-sharp tip scan technique 

to characterise the AFM probe was similar to that reported by Gozen and Ozdoganlar 

(2014). Figure 4.3(a) provides a schematic illustration of the method. In addition, SEM 

micrographs of a typical ultra-sharp tip probe and of a typical diamond-coated tip are 

shown in Figure 4.3(b) to provide a qualitative comparison between the dimensions of 

both types of probes. It can be observed from this figure that ultra-sharp tips have a 

significantly lower apex radius and a higher aspect ratio compared to the DCP20 probes. 

Similarly, to the method followed by Gozen and Ozdoganlar (2012), a low-pass spatial 

filter was applied on the obtained AFM topography images in order to reduce the possible 

artefacts and noise that could affect the quality of the scans obtained with the ultra-sharp 

tip scan method. This filtering procedure resulted in smoothing the overall surface of the 

scanned AFM images by removing the occurrence of small and sharp spikes while making 

sure that the overall scanned height of the tip was not affected. This process was 

conducted using XEI software with the weight ratio of 1.3.   

 

4.3.2 Tip radius measurements 

The apex radius for each tip was estimated using the formula already reported in 

equation (3.6) in Chapter 3 where the radius of curvature is calculated at the maximum 

point of a polynomial of degree two fitted on a 2D profile. Additionally, in this chapter, 

the influence of different vertical heights from the tip apex over which this profile is fitted  
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Note: the value for the parameter “machining direction” refers to the definition 

adopted in Chapter 3 as already described with Figure 3.6. 

Table 4.2: Selected AFM tip-based nanomachining parameters.   

Trial number 

Set normal 

force (µN) 

Machining 

direction 

Machining 

speed (µm/s) 

Machining 

distance (mm) 

1 40 1 

2 5 

2 40 2 

3 40 3 

4 20 1 

5 20 2 

6 20 3 
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was examined first to assess its effect on the obtained radius values. This was done for all 

six probes considered for both 2D SEM profiles and 2D profiles obtained from the 3D 

AFM data acquired with the ultra-sharp tip scan technique. This initial study could then 

be used to determine a constant height value over which all subsequent radius calculations 

could be applied. This particular analysis will be reported and discussed later in Section 

4.4.1.1. Based on the selection of a constant vertical height from the tip apex, the radius 

for each tip was then calculated as the average value obtained from four different cross 

sections from the 3D data. As shown in Figure 4.4, it is preferable to consider the average 

radius based on the analysis of several cross sections as the radius calculated from profile 

data appear to vary as a function of the cross section selected. In this chapter, the 

considered angles for extracting cross-sectional data were 1) 0° - 180°, 2) 90° - 270°, 3) 

45° - 225° and 4) 135° - 315° (see Figure 4.4). 

 

4.3.3 Volume loss measurement  

The assessment of the tip volume loss was conducted using 3D data obtained from 

non-contact mode AFM measurements using the ultra-sharp tip scan technique. The 

volume of the tip for each selected machining distance was estimated using a pixel 

discretisation approach as shown in Figure 4.5. Particularly, a 2x2 matrix that stores the 

height of each pixel within a fixed selected region of the AFM scan of the tip was obtained 

using the Gwyddion data processing software. From the data contained in this matrix, the 

volume the tip, Vp, within the selected area was estimated using the following equation: 

 

𝑉𝑝 = ∑ 𝑧𝑘 . ∆𝑥

𝑘=𝑛

𝑘=0

. ∆𝑦 

  

(4.1) 
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Figure 4.3: (a) schematic diagram of the ultra-sharp tip scan approach; (b) SEM 

micrographs of an ultra-sharp tip and of a diamond-coated tip at the same 

magnifications.  
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Figure 4.4(a): four different cross section drawn on an AFM probe topography image 

for an unused DCP20 tip and (b) corresponding profiles from the cross sections shown 

in (a).   
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Figure 4.5: (a) 3D AFM topography image of a silicon diamond-coated probe, (b) 

correspond 2D AFM topography image; (c) Pixel discretisation of the selected area in 

the 2D AFM topography image. 
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where n is the total number of pixels, zk is the height of the tip for the kth pixel, Δx and Δy 

represent the resolution of the ultra-sharp tip scan. More specifically, Δx is the distance 

between two pixels along the x axis and Δy is the distance between two pixels along the 

y axis. In this work, Δx and Δy were both equal to 11.7 nm. 

 

In order to determine over which fixed area the tip volume should be calculated for 

each probe, an alignment procedure was conducted by comparing the AFM scan of the 

unused tip and the AFM scan of the same tip after the completion of the experimental 

trials, i.e. after 5 mm of machining. In this way, it could be ensured that the calculation 

of the volume of the tip was always carried out over the area which was affected by wear. 

To perform the alignment of the profiles, the procedure used was similar to the two-

dimension profile extraction in Chapter 3 (refer in Section 3.3.1. Particularly, the 

alignment of the profiles was considered for four different cross sections. Figure 4.6 

illustrates the overall procedure followed to estimate the volume loss at each selected 

machining distance. The “volume loss” metric could be obtained from equation 4.2. 

 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =  𝑉𝑝 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑝 − 𝑉𝑝 𝑡𝑖𝑝 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 (4.2) 

The advantage of this volume measurement method is that it can be implemented 

regardless of the shape of the AFM tip. Thus, it should lead to more accurate results in 

comparison to other studies where a conical tip shape was assumed (see e.g. Bloo et al. 

1999 and Yan et al. 2016). Indeed, such an assumption may be suitable in the case of 

unused probes but it should no longer represent appropriately the shape of the tip after 

using the probe for nanomachining operations. In particular, it is expected that the 

geometry of the tip apex should be affected by wear and thus, that its profile should 

become asymmetrical or even display a flat punch surface. The accuracy of the volume  
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Figure 4.6: Tip volume estimation procedure based on 3D data obtained using the ultra-

sharp tip scan method. 
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loss calculation method followed in this study is influenced by the resolution of the ultra-

sharp tip scan. It was considered that a resolution of 11.7 nm was reasonable, because it 

was about 100 times smaller than the average length of the edges defining the area over 

which the tip volume was estimated.  

 

4.3.4 Assessment of groove topography 

The same procedure as that reported in Chapter 3 was employed to inspect the 

generated grooves on the single crystal copper workpiece with both the SEM and AFM 

instruments. In particular, SEM micrographs were used to provide a qualitative 

assessment of the grooves and the occurrence of chip formation for all selected machining 

distances. The groove topography data acquired using the AFM instrument were obtained 

only for grooves at 0.5 mm and 5.0 mm machining distance. Figure 4.7 illustrates an 

example of such an AFM scan for a set of three grooves. In order to calculate the average 

values of the H/D ratio at each machining distances, seven cross sections were extracted 

from the scanned grooves. This was done to determine the machining-dominated regime 

that took place during the experiments based on the method reported by Ahn and Lee 

(2009).  

 

4.4 Analysis of the results 

4.4.1 Tip radius measurements 

4.4.1.1 Effect of the selected vertical interval from the tip apex 

Radius measurements obtained for all AFM tips under investigation in this chapter 

are given in Figure 4.8 before the start of the machining experiments. In this figure, the 

results are given as a function of a vertical distance from the tip apex. This represents the 

distance, which was considered to extract the tip profile on which the radius calculations   
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Figure 4.7: Example of a 3D AFM topography image of the produced grooves. 
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could be performed. In addition, this figure also provides a comparison of the inset graph 

between the radius estimated from the SEM profile of a tip and the radius obtained from 

its corresponding cross section based on the scanned 3D data at the vertical distance of 

80 nm. 

 

From these results, it is observed that for a selected vertical interval, which is less 

than 100 nm, the radius values obtained from both characterisation methods generally 

change rapidly. On the other hand, when considering a distance from the tip apex higher 

than 200 nm, there is no sudden changes in the calculated radius values. It can also be 

said that the trend in the evolution of the radius values assessed from both tip 

characterisation methods agree relatively well. Besides, the values calculated from the 

ultra-sharp tip scan method are always consistently slightly larger than those obtained 

with the analysis of SEM profiles. The reason for this can be seen from the observation 

of the inset graphs of tip profiles provided with each plot in Figure 4.8. Indeed, the cross 

section profiles obtained with the ultra-sharp tip scan method is always larger than that 

acquired from an SEM micrograph. This means that the ultra-sharp tip scan method is 

likely to overestimate the width of an inspected tip. For a region very close to the tip apex, 

both the SEM and the ultra-sharp tip scan data seem to agree well. It is also worth noting 

that in the case of Probe 1, the radius values extracted from the 3D data of the tip are 

actually much larger than those obtained from its SEM profile. This may be due to the 

fact that the ultra-sharp probe was damaged during the scanning process of this particular 

tip and thus, suffered significant blunting. In turn, this caused a large error when obtaining 

the topography of Probe 1. 

 

Apart from the plot for Probe 1, the other graphs indicate that for a selected interval   
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Legend 
 SEM data 

 Ultra-sharp tip scan data 

   

Figure 4.8: Radius measurements as a function of different vertical intervals considered from the tip apex for DCP 20 diamond-coated 

silicon probes.
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higher than 300 nm from the tip apex, the radius measurement can be considered to be 

stable. Furthermore, in all cases, for a vertical interval higher than 800 nm, the obtained 

measurements tend to increase slightly. In addition to this observation, it can be argued 

that considering such a large interval is not appropriate as it is not representative of the 

tip apex region that is in contact with the workpiece material during AFM tip-based 

nanomachining operations. Based on these results, it was decided to use a fixed vertical 

height of 300 nm from the tip apex for all subsequent radius calculations made in this 

chapter. 

 

4.4.1.2 Analysis of measured tip radius values 

Figure 4.9 shows SEM images of each tip employed prior to the completion of the 

experimental trials. Based on the procedure described in Chapter 3 to extract the tip 

profile from a SEM micrograph, Figure 4.10 reports the profiles of each tip in their unused 

state and also, after 5.0 mm of machining. From this figure, it is argued that a fracture 

most likely occurred for the tips used for Trials 3 and 4, and that a small tip breakage may 

also have taken place for Trial 2 (see Appendix D). In addition, Figures 4.11 shows bar 

graphs to provide a comparison of the radius measurements obtained between the SEM 

and the ultra-sharp tip scan profiles for 40 µN and 20 µN of applied force. As stated in 

Section 4.3.2, from an AFM topography image obtained with an ultra-sharp tip scan, the 

radius was measured for 4 different cross sections. This enabled the calculation of the 

standard deviation, which is also plotted in Figure 4.11 (see Appendix F).  

 

From the bar graphs shown in Figure 4.11, it is obvious that the radius values 

obtained from ultra-sharp tip scan profiles are at least twice higher than those acquired 

from SEM scan profiles. This is consistent with the observation already made earlier with 
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Figure 4.8. It is believed that the obtained profiles from the ultra-sharp tip scan technique 

may be affected by the convolution effect. This suggests that the likelihood of damage to 

the ultra-sharp tip probe, via accidental contacts with the probe under investigation, is not 

negligible. In fact, experience gained during this work shows that implementing the ultra-

sharp tip scan technique is not a straight-forward procedure and requires a very skilled 

operator. Also, the accurate control of set-up parameters is important for achieving high 

resolution and truthful AFM topography results (Gan, 2009). In addition, it should be 

noted that, at a distance of 300 nm from the tip apex, which is the height selected in this 

chapter to conduct the radius measurement calculations, there should be increased 

interaction between the sides of both tips (i.e. the tip under investigation and the ultra-

sharp tip). This could influence the attractive forces between both surfaces, which in turn 

would affect the topography obtained when using the ultra-sharp tip scan technique in 

non-contact mode.  

 

Figure 4.12 presents the radius measurements obtained from ultra-sharp tip scans 

for all trials at the different selected machining distances (i.e. 0.0 mm, 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, 

2.0 mm, 3.0 mm and 5.0 mm). Based on this, a linear function was fitted to the data points 

for each trial to calculate the rate of change of the radius values. These results are given 

in Table 4.3. This was realised using the data points after 1 mm of machining for this set 

of experiments, which is when the wear evolution has reached a steadier state. 

 

When machining in Direction 1, the graphs plotted in Figure 4.12 show that the 

radius values at the set applied force of 20 µN are always larger than those when 

machining at 40 µN. This would appear to be counter-intuitive at first. One reason for 

this result is the fact that, prior to the start of the experiments, the radius of the probe used   
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Figure 4.9: SEM micrographs of the six DCP 20 silicon tips coated with diamond, 

which were used in this chapter prior to the start of the experimental trials. 
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Figure 4.10: Tip profiles before and after the completion of the machining trials for each 

DCP 20 diamond-coated silicon probe. 
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the radius measurements obtained from ultra-sharp tip scan 

data and SEM data for machining distances of 0.0 mm and 5.0 mm. The error bars show 

the standard deviation.  
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for machining at 20 µN of applied force was already larger than that of the probe used for 

machining at an applied force of 40 µN (i.e. a radius value of 110 nm against 84 nm). At 

the same time, it should be noted from Table 4.3 that the rate of change in the tip radius 

was higher for the smallest applied load along this particular machining direction. This 

can be explained by the fact that the tip suffered a fracture for the experiments conducted 

at 20 µN as it displayed a flat punch geometry at the end of the machining operations (c.f. 

Figure 4.10). Thus, it could be that the machining for Trial 4 (i.e. along Direction 1 and 

with 20 µN of applied force) was conducted under the ploughing-dominated regime and 

thus, that the tip suffered from higher lateral force compared to Trial 1 (i.e. along 

Direction 1 and with 40 µN of applied force), which caused its breakage.  

 

For the other two machining directions (i.e. Directions 2 and 3), the radius values 

appear to be directly dependent on the magnitude of the applied force. Particularly, a 

higher applied normal force (i.e. 40 µN) led to a larger radius value following the 

completion of the experimental trials for both considered machining directions. This 

observation is also accompanied by the fact that, for both of these directions, the rate of 

change in the radius value is always higher for the set applied force of 40 µN (see Table 

4.3). At the same time, it should be noted that both probes used to machine at this higher 

set applied force seemed to have suffered a fracture (see Figure 4.10).  

 

Finally, when machining along Direction 2 and for set applied force of 40 µN, the 

data in Figure 4.12 show that the tip radius decreased between the machining distance 

from 3.0 mm to 5.0 mm. This should be due to the fact that further nanomachining after 

3.0 mm resulted in the tip edges becoming more rounded in comparison with a geometry, 

which was closer to that of a flat punch until 3 mm of machining. This phenomenon was   
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of tip radii as a function of the machining direction for the 

different values of set normal force considered for DCP 20 diamond-coated silicon 

probes.  
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Table 4.3: Rate of change of the radius values based on the plots in Figure 4.12. 

  

Machining 

direction 

Trial 

Applied normal 

force (µN) 

Rate of change of tip radius 

(nm / mm) 

between the machining 

points 1.0 mm until 5.0 mm 

1 

1 40 10.2 

4 20 20.9 

2 

2 40 10.7 

5 20 5.4 

3 

3 40 32.3 

6 20 4.4 
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also observed in Chapter 3 and it could be said that it happened more frequently when 

using silicon tips. The increased occurrence of such a phenomenon for this type of tips 

could be due to two main reasons. First, for the same applied load and direction, given 

that silicon tips should more brittle than diamond-coated ones, they are more likely to 

break and thus, to exhibit a flat punch geometry as result. Consequently, this raises the 

value of the tip radius measured. Second, the subsequent wear of the square edges of such 

tips should be more prominent with silicon tips, thus reducing the measured radius more 

readily when completing further machining. 

 

4.4.2 Volume loss measurement 

Based on the analysis of the acquired 3D data, Figure 4.13 plots the evolution of 

the volume loss metric for each tip as a function of the machining length and for both 

applied loads considered (see Appendix F). In particular, the metric presented for each 

trials in Figure 4.13 is for a single measurement. The observation of Figure 4.10 earlier 

suggested that a breakage most likely occurred for the tips used for Trials 3 and 4, and 

possibly for Trial 2 also. This is confirmed with Figure 4.13. Indeed, as a sharp rise in the 

volume loss evolution can be seen for Trial 3 between 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm of machining. 

For Trial 4, this sharp rise took place at some point after 3.0 mm of machining distance.In 

the case of Trial 2, it is likely that a small fracture occurred indeed between 1.0 mm and 

2.0 mm of machining. Based on this combined data from Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.13, it 

can be said that despite the expected improved durability of diamond-coated silicon tips 

in comparison with pure silicon tips, these can still be subject to fracture. It is interesting 

to note that this phenomenon is observed even though the set applied force was the same, 

i.e. 40 µN, or lower, i.e. 20 µN, than that studied in Chapter 3. However, when comparing 

the tip profiles obtained in Chapter 3 (c.f. Figure 3.12) and in this chapter (c.f. Figure  
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of the tip volume loss as a function of the machining direction 

for the different values of set normal force considered for DCP 20 diamond-coated 

silicon probes. 
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4.10) for the same pre-set applied load (i.e. 40 µN), it can still be said that the occurrence 

of a fracture was reduced when using the diamond-coated silicon tips. In particular, while 

tip breakage happened for all machining directions with the silicon tips, in this chapter, 

this happened clearly only along the Direction 3 and to a lesser extend along Direction 2. 

 

Overall, the tip volume loss for a pre-set load of 40 µN tends to be marginally 

smaller than that measured in Chapter 3 (refer to Figure 3.14) at the same machining 

distance of 3 mm. Besides, the initial wear of the diamond-coated silicon tips after 0.5 

mm of machining is also marginally smaller than that of the silicon tips studied in Chapter 

3. However, these comments should be taken with caution as different methods were used 

to calculate the tip volume values between this study and that of Chapter 3. In addition, 

the amount of material removed from the tip when machining in Directions 2 and 3 seems 

to be dependent on the magnitude of the applied force. Indeed, for these experimental 

trials, the higher applied normal force led to a larger portion of removed tip material. The 

same conclusion can be reached when comparing the rate of change for the volume loss 

between an applied load of 40 µN and 20 µN for both of these directions. In particular, a 

higher applied load results in a faster volume loss. These observations cannot be made  

for the trials conducted along Direction 1 (i.e. for Trials 1 and 4). However, this result is 

in-line with the analysis made earlier when the radius measurements between both trials 

were compared. In particular, it was proposed that for Trial 4, the tip suffered from higher 

lateral force compared to Trial 1 because machining could have been conducted under 

the ploughing-dominated regime in this case. The characterisation of the corresponding 

grooves, which is the focus of the next section, should enable to confirm, or reject, this 

hypothesis. 
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4.4.3 Machined grooves 

Table 4.5 shows the SEM micrographs for the set of grooves machined in this 

chapter along the different considered machining directions. In this table, results are 

available only for Trials 1, 2, 4 and 5. Indeed, no grooves could be detected with the SEM. 

Based on the groove topography obtained using the AFM instrument, the H/D ratio for 

each trial was calculated using the formula from Ahn and Lee (2009), which was already 

reported with equation (3.7) in Chapter 3. These results are given in Table 4.6. From the 

data in this table and from the obtained SEM micrographs in Table 4.5, it can be said that 

the machining process was most likely to take place in the cutting-dominated regime for 

the higher pre-set applied normal force of 40 µN. Particularly, the H/D ratios for 

machining distances of 0.5 mm and 5.0 mm are less than or close to one for both Trials 1 

and 2. In addition, the corresponding SEM micrographs of the generated grooves display 

chip formation on the copper workpiece, except for the last machining distance for Trial 

2. The possible reason behind this observation should be due to the gradual change in tip 

geometry as a result of wear, which led to the ploughing regime becoming the dominant 

processing mechanism after 3 mm of machining.  

 

On the contrary, for the lower normal applied force of 20 µN, i.e. for Trials 4 and 

5, the H/D ratio data and SEM micrographs shows that the machining process was mostly 

realised in the ploughing-dominated regime (neither SEM nor AFM data could be 

recorded for Trial 6). Thus, these results confirm the hypothesis put forward in the 

previous section that, for Trial 4, machining was conducted under the ploughing- 

dominated regime, in comparison with Trial 1. It is also worth mentioning that, along 

both Directions 1 and 2 for which grooves could be easily machined, the fact that chip 

formation took place at the highest applied load means that this load was sufficiently high   
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Table 4.4: Rate of change of volume loss based on the plots in Figures 4.13.  

Machining 

direction 

Trial 

Applied normal 

force (µN) 

Rate of change of volume 

loss (nm3 x 106 / mm) 

between the machining 

points 1.0 mm until 5.0 mm 

1 

1 40 4.3 

4 20 19.4 

2 

2 40 9.9 

5 20 6.2 

3 

3 40 10.2 

6 20 4.9 
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Trial 

Set 

applied 

force 

(µN) 

SEM micrographs of grooves 

0.5 mm 1.0 mm 2.0 mm 3.0 mm 5.0 mm 

1 

40 

     

2 

     

3 No grooves detected during the SEM inspection 

4 

20 

  

No grooves detected during the SEM 

inspection 

5 

     

6 No grooves detected during the SEM inspection 

 

Table 4.5: SEM micrographs of grooves at the considered machining distances for DCP 

20 diamond-coated silicon probes. Scale bars: 12 µm.  
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Figure 4.14: Groove profiles obtained when machining with DCP 20 diamond-coated 

silicon probes.  
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Table 4.6: H/D ratios for DCP 20 diamond-coated silicon probes. 

 

  

Trial 

Applied 

normal force 

(µN) 

H/D ratio with standard deviation 

During machining trial 

until 0.5 mm 

During machining trial 

until 5.0 mm 

1 

40 

0.42 ± 0.16 0.92 ± 0.03 

2 0.83 ± 0.52 1.06 ± 0.89 

3 No grooves detected during the AFM inspection 

4 

20 

5.41 ± 0.36 6.28 ± 0.37 

5 2.60 ± 0.07 5.43 ± 1.10 

6 No grooves detected during the AFM inspection 
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for the engagement depth of the tip into the material to be larger than the minimum chip 

thickness. 

 

Machining in the cutting-dominated regime could also be observed in the previous 

chapter when using the silicon probe for Direction 1 at 40 µN of normal applied force 

(refer to Trial 4 in Table 3.6, Chapter 3). However, the same conclusion cannot be made 

if machining with the silicon probe along Direction 2 with an applied force of 40 µN is 

considered (refer to Trial 5 in Table 3.6, Chapter 3). Indeed, under such machining 

conditions, chip formation was observed with the diamond-coated silicon tip while 

ploughing was the dominant processing mechanism with the silicon tip. This discrepancy 

should be the result of the different tip geometries in both cases. Particularly, in Chapter 

3 the silicon tip was affected by an initial fracture at 0.5 mm of machining distance, which 

resulted in a flat punch geometry (refer to Figure 3.12(e)).  

 

Finally, when machining along Direction 3, grooves could not be detected during 

both the AFM and SEM inspections regardless of the applied force. This means that the 

workpiece material was only deformed elastically. In contrast, machining in the 

ploughing-dominated regime was noted in the previous chapter along this direction at 40 

µN of applied load (refer to Trial 6 in Table 3.6, Chapter 3). Two conclusions can be 

drawn from this observation. First, it would appear that processing along the direction 

perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever is generally less favourable for the 

generation of grooves compared to processing in a direction along the cantilever long axis 

(i.e. Direction 1 or 2). Second, the fact that grooves could not be machined in this chapter 

for Direction 3 at 40 µN, while it was possible to do so in Chapter 3, indicates that the 

torsional stiffness of the V-shape cantilevers used here should be lower than that of the 
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rectangular cantilevers employed in Chapter 3. Indeed, under the same processing 

conditions, a lower torsional stiffness would result in a more negative rake angle. 

According to common knowledge, it is expected that a more negative rake angle should 

be detrimental to the groove formation process. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

The aim of this chapter was to conduct an investigation on the wear of AFM silicon 

tips with diamond coating when machining a single crystal copper workpiece along 

different machining distances and directions. Diamond-coated silicon tips were selected 

with the view to overcome the limitation of the silicon tips, which were employed in the 

previous chapter. In particular, the silicon tips were prone to breakage after a very short 

machining distance. In this chapter, in addition to using the SEM instrument for extracting 

the apex profiles of the employed tips, an in-situ method, namely the ultra-sharp tip scan 

approach, was implemented to obtain 3D geometric data about the tip apex. In addition, 

2D cross sections were extracted from the AFM topography images in order to analyse 

the agreement between the profiles acquired from the SEM and from the ultra-sharp tip 

scan approach. The conclusions obtained from the work reported in this chapter are as 

follows:  

 

 Although the occurrence of tip breakage was reduced when using diamond-coated 

silicon tips, in comparison with silicon tips, fracture events still affected some trials 

for this experimental study during the nanomachining process. This observation 

was made for a set of experimental conditions where the applied loads were equal 

to, or lower than, those studied in Chapter 3 and for a reduced machining speed. 

This was perhaps an unexpected result as diamond-coated tips may be considered 
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to be less prone to wear. The possible explanation for this observation is that 

fracture may start within the silicon material and propagate through to the diamond 

coating. 

 

 The machining process was mostly conducted in the ploughing-dominated regime 

for the lower normal applied force of 20 µN, while the application of a load of 40 

µN seemed sufficient to overcome the minimum chip thickness, in particular for 

processing directions along the long axis of the cantilever. 

 

 SEM and AFM topography images of the processed workpiece surface indicates 

that the generation of grooves was not so favourable when machining in the 

direction perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever for both values of applied 

load considered.  

 

 The results obtained in this chapter also indicate that the cross section profiles 

obtained with the ultra-sharp tip scan method are likely to overestimate the width 

of an inspected tip. However, it can still be said that, for a region very close to the 

tip apex, there is a good agreement between the profiles extracted from both 

characterisation techniques implemented (i.e. SEM imaging and ultra-sharp tip 

AFM scanning).  

 

 Even though the ultra-sharp tip scan technique should, in principle, be more 

convenient for obtaining topography images of the tip apex, as it does not require 

the tip to be removed from the AFM system, this approach requires a very skilled 

operator to be implemented reliably.  
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Due to the observed drawback of the ultra-sharp tip scan approach, it is worth 

studying an alternative in-situ method to obtain topography information of the tip of AFM 

probes. Therefore, one of the aims of the following chapter is to compare the ultra-sharp 

tip scan approach with the reverse imaging method, which is another in-situ technique 

that can also be used to acquire 3D geometry data about the tip apex. In addition, a further 

experimental study of the wear of silicon diamond-coated tips during the AFM probe-

based machining process will be conducted in the next chapter, but this time for a wider 

range of normal applied loads. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ASSESSMENT OF WEAR FOR AFM SILICON PROBES WITH 

DIAMOND-COATED TIPS USING THE IN-SITU REVERSE 

IMAGING METHOD 

 

5.1 Overview 

The first objective of this chapter is to investigate the performance and the practical 

suitability of two different in-situ 3D tip characterisation techniques, namely the ultra-

sharp tip scan method and the reverse imaging method. To achieve this, systematic 

comparative studies were conducted on AFM silicon diamond-coated probes in their 

unused state. Data obtained from the previous experimental work reported in Chapter 4 

were further processed to provide qualitative and quantitative measurements for assessing 

the ultra-sharp tip scan approach. The reverse imaging technique consisted in obtaining 

an inverted 3D image of the tip as a result of using it to scan sharp pin-like asperities. Tip 

profile data obtained with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) were also employed as 

references to evaluate the quality of the cross sectional profiles extracted from both 3D 

measurements methods. Moreover, from the obtained data acquired from the reverse 

imaging technique, the influence of considering different vertical distances from the tip 

apex, when selecting profile data for the calculation of the tip radius, was studied.  

 

The second objective of this chapter is to conduct a further investigation of the 

behaviour and performance of silicon diamond-coated probes when machining in a wider 

range of normal applied loads. Based on the outcome of the study realised to address the 

first objective of this chapter, it was decided that the 3D geometry of AFM tips should be 

characterised using the reverse imaging technique for this new set of nanomachining 
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experiments. In particular, this technique was selected due to its improved practicability 

and accuracy. The data obtained from the SEM micrographs were used also as a reference 

against the cross sectional profiles extracted from the acquired 3D measurements, i.e. 

reverse imaging method. Finally, an attempt is made at drawing useful conclusion about 

the most influential factor on the wear progression of AFM tips during nanomachining.  

 

5.2 Experimental set-up and methodology 

5.2.1 AFM system and workpiece preparation 

The same AFM instrument (XE-100 AFM model from Park Systems) was used to 

conduct the experimental work for this chapter. The workpiece preparation and the 

nanomachining procedures were operated in the same manner as in Chapters 3 and 4. In 

addition, the same single crystal copper sample was used as a workpiece. The polishing 

procedure for soft materials was also repeated here before to the start of the machining 

trials. This was carried out to prevent the potential detrimental effects of any 

contamination on the Cu sample.      

 

5.2.2 Comparison of two AFM probe inspection techniques for three-dimensional 

tip characterisation 

As mentioned earlier, the first objective of this chapter is to compare the accuracy 

and the reliability between the ultra-sharp tip scan approach and the reverse imaging 

technique. For each of these tip characterisation methods, six unused silicon diamond-

coated probes were considered. Figure 5.1 shows the procedure followed for this 

particular study. As stated earlier, the data measured with the ultra-sharp tip scan method 

was taken from the previous experimental study in Chapter 4. While for the reverse 

imaging method, the data was obtained using the procedure illustrated in Figure 5.2. In   
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of two AFM probe inspection technique for 3D tip 

characterisation procedure.  
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techniques with the corresponding SEM micrograph profile 
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic diagram of the reverse imaging approach; (b) SEM 

micrographs of a diamond-coated tip and the sharp pin-like asperities (model TGT1).  
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particular, a sample exhibiting an array of sharp pin-like asperities was used to obtained 

the AFM tip apex topography images. This sample was made by the company NT-MDT 

and its commercial name is “TGT1”. Next, the 3D tip geometry data acquired from both 

characterisation techniques were used to estimate the radius of each tip by implementing 

the procedure already explained in Chapter 3. Prior to that, the radius of each tip was also 

assessed from the SEM profiles.  

 

In addition to the radius measurements and the average of the metric “profile area 

difference” between SEM data and the 3D data of the tips was calculated. The meaning 

of this metric is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Particularly, the profile area difference was 

calculated using a similar procedure to that employed for assessing the metric “area loss”, 

which was presented in Chapter 3. However, in this chapter, the alignment process is 

realised between the 2D profile from a SEM micrograph and of the cross section from a 

3D tip characterisation method. In addition, the vertical interval used to process the data 

from the ultra-sharp-tip scan method and the reverse imaging approach were 300 nm and 

80 nm, respectively. The analysis followed for determining this vertical interval value for 

the data obtained from the ultra-sharp tip scan method was explained in Section 4.4.1.1, 

while the data that acquired from the reverse imaging technique, this will be reported and 

discussed in Section 5.5.1.1.  

 

5.2.3 Nanomachining process 

The most important part of the study reported here is concerned with the further 

investigation of the performance and the behaviour of the AFM silicon diamond-coated 

probes when nanomachining with a wider range of normal applied loads (i.e. between 10 

µN and 100 µN) compared to the values considered in previous chapters.   
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the concept of profile area difference between SEM data and 

the considered 3D tip characterisation techniques.  
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The experimental procedure followed is shown in Figure 5.4. More specifically, this 

procedure is very similar to that adopted in Chapter 4. The main difference being that the 

reverse imaging process was utilised here rather than the ultra-sharp tip scan approach for 

characterising the shape of the tips. 

 

5.2.4 Cutting conditions for the nanomachining experiments 

In this experimental work, similarly to Chapters 3 and 4, it was decided to vary only 

the value of the pre-set applied load and the machining direction. The summary of the 

experimental conditions for each trial is shown in Table 5.1. In this chapter, the range of 

considered applied loads was increased in included values of 100 µN, 60 µN, 20 µN and 

10 µN. These load values were selected to observe the behaviour and the performance of 

the silicon diamond-coated probes when used for nanomachining operations at higher and 

lower applied forces compared to the experimental study of Chapter 4. It was decided to 

keep the value of 20 µN to provide further experimental data for studying whether the 

probe might still suffer from breakage at this particular load during the nanomachining 

process. The applied normal force was also reduced to 10 µN to investigate whether the 

probe might be affected by fracture for such a low load. The machining speed was the 

same as that used in Chapter 4, i.e. 2 µm/s. Finally, the machining distance was decreased 

to 3 mm in comparison with the consideration of 5 mm in Chapter 4. This decision was 

made on the basis that the results of Chapter 4 showed that probe fracture was more likely 

after 3.0 mm of machining distance for a higher applied load. Thus, the idea is to be able 

to record data which are not affected by tip breakage.   
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Figure 5.4: Experimental procedure followed during the nanomachining experiments. 
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Trial Number 

Set normal 

force (µN) 

Machining 

direction 

Machining 

speed (µm/s) 

Machining 

distance 

(mm) 

1 100 1 

2 3 

2 100 2 

3 100 3 

4 60 1 

5 60 2 

6 60 3 

7 20 1 

8 20 2 

9 20 3 

10 10 1 

11 10 2 

12 10 3 

Note: the value for the parameter “machining direction” refers to the definition 

adopted in Chapter 3 and described with Figure 3.6. 

 

Table 5.1: Selected AFM tip-based nanomachining parameters.   
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5.2.5 AFM DT-NCHR-10 probes 

AFM silicon probes with diamond coating (model DT-NCHR-10 from 

NANOSENSORSTM) were employed for this new set of experimental trials. An SEM 

micrograph of a typical DT-NCHR-10 probe can be seen in Figure 5.5. The nominal 

radius value for the tip apex of these probes lies between 100 nm and 200 nm as specified 

by the manufacturer. The cantilever of this type of probe is designed such that it has a 

nominal normal spring constant, k, of 80 N/m. The complete set of specifications for such 

AFM probe is given in Table 5.2. Given that the probe cantilever had a rectangular shape, 

the particular procedure adopted to perform the assessment of the actual normal spring 

constant of each probe was that proposed by Sader et al. (1999). 

 

5.3 Comparison of two AFM probe inspection techniques for 3D tip assessment 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show tip profiles for the two types of probes considered based 

on the data acquired with the ultra-sharp tip scan approach and the reverse imaging 

technique, respectively. Each graph in these figures combines the SEM profile of a tip 

aligned with its corresponding cross section obtained with a 3D characterisation 

technique. In particular, both of the profiles obtained from 3D in-situ measurement 

technique were taken along the cross section of A-A’ (refer to Figure 4.4). Thus the 

profiles corresponded to that observed with the SEM, i.e. that is it perpendicular to the 

long axis of the cantilever. Thus, both the 2D and 3D profiles are comparable. It should 

be noted that, for the results extracted from the reverse imaging technique, the data shown 

represent the average profile based on the scan of five asperities. As stated in the previous 

chapter, the ultra-sharp tip scan tends to provide reliable data only on a small portion of 

the tip geometry at its apex (see Figure 5.6). In contrast, the results displayed with Figures 

5.7 indicate a better qualitative agreement for the tip apex geometry between the SEM   
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Figure 5.5: SEM micrographs of a typical DT-NCHR-10 probe. 

 

 

 

Table 5.2: Probe specifications for the DT-NCHR-10 model from NANOSENSORSTM.  

Probe 

Resonance 

frequency (kHz) 

Force constant 

(N/m) 

Cantilever 

Length 

l  

± 10 

µm 

Width 

w  

± 7.5 

µm 

Thickness 

t  

± 1 

µm 

min nominal max min nominal max 

DT-NCHR-10 

series 

225 400 610 23 80 225 125 30 4.0 

2 µm 

80 nm 
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Figure 5.6: Qualitative profile comparisons between SEM data and the corresponding 

cross sections obtained with the ultra-sharp tip scan profile characterisation technique 

for new tips.  
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Figure 5.7: Qualitative profile comparisons between SEM data and the corresponding 

cross sections obtained with the reverse imaging characterisation technique for new tips.  
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profile and that extracted from reverse imaging scan. From the qualitative observation of 

these two figures, it may be said that, although the reverse imaging characterisation 

method is still likely to overestimate the width of an inspected tip, this effect is not as 

pronounced as when the ultra-sharp-tip scan technique is employed. In order to provide a 

more quantitative comparison, the average difference in the tip radius extracted from the 

SEM profile and that obtained from the 3D techniques was estimated as shown in Figure 

5.8. From this graph, it can be said that the ultra-sharp tip scan technique exhibits the 

largest disagreement with the radius evaluated from the SEM data. In addition, Figure 5.9 

shows that the reverse imaging technique leads to the lowest value of profile area 

difference, which is consistent with the results displayed in Figure 5.8.  

 

In summary, from these combined results, it is concluded that tip profiles extracted 

from the reverse imaging method on sharp pin-like asperities provide a better agreement 

with those obtained from SEM micrographs. Thus, it could be argued that the tip 

convolution effect is less detrimental to the quality of the data obtained with this particular 

3D characterisation technique. Therefore, the utilisation of a sample with sharp pin-like 

asperities to obtain an inverted scan of the assessed tip should be the preferred method to 

implement from this point forward in this research. From a practical point of view, the 

reverse imaging method is also more straight-forward to carry out compared to the ultra-

sharp tip scan technique as there is no need to remove the tip under investigation from the 

AFM head. In addition, the process of precisely locating an ultra-sharp probe over the 

inspected tip apex has already been reported in Chapter 4 to be a non-trivial operation, 

which could sometimes lead to damaging contacts between both tips.  
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Note: Error bars show the standard deviation 

Figure 5.8: Average difference for radius measurements between SEM data and the 3D 

tip characterisation techniques. 

 

 

Note: Error bars show the standard deviation 

Figure 5.9: Discrepancies in the profile area difference data between the SEM 

inspection and the 3D tip characterisation techniques   
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5.4 Methodology for tip wear assessment 

As a result of the work reported in the previous section, the reverse imaging method 

was used for the 3D characterisation of the AFM tip apex at different stages of the 

subsequent nanomachining experiments. Similarly, to the Chapter 4, a low-pass spatial 

filter with weight ratio of 1.3 was applied on the obtained AFM topography images in 

order to reduce the noise that could affect the quality of the scans obtained with the reverse 

imaging method. Care was taken to make sure that this post-processing operation did not 

affect the overall scanned height of the tip. 

 

From the reverse imaging data, the metrics volume loss and tip radius were assessed 

based on the procedures explained in Chapter 4 and Chapter 3, respectively. Prior to the 

start of the machining trials, the profiles of six unused DT-NCHR-10 probes were also 

considered to analyse the influence of different vertical heights from the tip apex over 

which the radius calculations should be carried out. Particularly, the radii were measured 

using both 2D SEM profiles and 2D profiles obtained from the 3D scans. Hence, from 

this analysis, the determination of a constant vertical height to be applied for all the 

subsequent radius calculations could be established. It should also be noted that the radius 

assessed for one tip at one particular machining distance corresponds to the average of 20 

radius values as each was obtained from scanning five asperities and from four different 

cross sections extracted from the 3D data. Thus, given that each tip is assessed at five 

different machining distances and that 12 experiments were conducted in this chapter, a 

total of 1200 radius calculations were performed here. 

 

Finally, for the assessment of the machined grooves, the AFM and the SEM 

instruments were used to inspect the single crystal copper workpiece. SEM micrographs 
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were used to provide a qualitative assessment of the grooves and the occurrence of chip 

formation for all selected machining distances. The data obtained from the AFM scans 

were processed to measure the average values of the H/D ratio such that the determination 

of the machining-dominated regime could be also be conducted in this chapter based on 

the method reported by Ahn and Lee (2009).  

 

5.5 Analysis of the results 

5.5.1 Tip radius measurements 

5.5.1.1 Effect of the selected vertical interval from the tip apex 

Figure 5.10 shows the plotted graphs for the radius measurements for six DT-

NCHR-10 probes prior to the start of the machining experiments (see Appendix G). The 

results are given as a function of the considered vertical distance from the tip apex over 

which the tip profile is extracted. In particular, the figure provides a comparison between 

the estimated radius obtained from a SEM profile and the average radius from four 

different cross sections based on the tip 3D data acquired with the reverse imaging 

method. The plots given in Figure 5.10 shows that in all cases, the radius values for both 

profile characterisation techniques agree relatively well when the vertical interval 

considered is comprised between 20 nm and 100 nm. Particularly, for a region very close 

to the tip apex, both SEM and the reverse imaging data seem to have a good agreement. 

It should be noted that the same conclusion could not be reached in the previous chapter 

when the ultra-sharp tip scan method was implemented. It is also noticeable from Figure 

5.10 that when the considered vertical interval is higher than 100 nm, then the discrepancy 

in the radius values obtained from the SEM and the reverse imaging data starts to increase. 

Thus, such a large interval is judged to be not appropriate for extracting tip radius data. 

In addition, an interval higher than 100 nm is also not representative of the tip apex region 
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Legend 
 SEM data 

 Reverse imaging data 

Figure 5.10: Radius measurements as a function of different vertical intervals considered from the tip apex. The inset plot for each graph 

shows the profiles obtained with the SEM and the reverse imaging method for a fixed vertical distance of 80 nm.
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that is in contact with the workpiece material during AFM tip-based nanomachining 

operations. Although the radius measurements agree well in most cases for a considered 

vertical distance of 40 nm, the estimation of the tip radius over such a short vertical 

interval may not fully represents the area affected by wear. Therefore, based on these 

observations and discussion, it was decided to use a fixed vertical height of 80 nm from 

the tip apex for all subsequent radius calculations made in this chapter. In addition, the 

superimposed profiles between the two tip characterisation technique for 80 nm interval 

generally seem to display a good qualitative agreement (see the inset plots in Figure 5.10).  

 

5.5.1.2 Analysis of measured tip radius values 

SEM images of the DT-NCHR-10 tips used for the 12 experimental trials are given 

in Figures 5.11 and 5.13. These SEM micrographs show the condition of the probes prior 

to the start of the experiments. Based on the procedure reported in Chapter 3 to extract 

the tip profile from a SEM micrograph, Figures 5.12 and 5.14 reports the corresponding 

profiles of each tip in their unused state and also, after 3.0 mm of machining. From these 

profiles, it is interesting to observe that the vast majority of the probes do not show any 

obvious sign of tip breakage. In fact, only one probe suffered from more pronounced wear 

(refer to Figures D.2 and D.3 in Appendix D). This was for the probe used from Trial 1 

(see Figure 5.12) where the cutting was performed with a set applied load of 100 µN and 

along Direction 1 (i.e. towards the fixed end of the cantilever). For this particular trial, it 

is still difficult to state whether tip fracture definitely occurred. If tip breakage did happen 

for this probe, then the fracture propagation would seem to be of an intergranular nature 

given that the resulting surface of the tip is still relatively rough. 
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  Figure 5.11: SEM micrographs of the six DT-NCHR-10 silicon tips 

coated with diamond used for machining at applied loads of 100 µN and 60 µN prior to 

the start of the experimental trials.  
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Figure 5.12: Tip profiles before and after the completion of the machining trials for each 

DT-NCHR-10 diamond-coated silicon probe used for machining at applied loads of 100 

µN and 60 µN.  
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Figure 5.13: SEM micrographs of the six DT-NCHR-10 silicon tips coated with 

diamond used for machining at applied loads of 20 µN and 10 µN prior to the start of 

the experimental trials.  
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Figure 5.14: Tip profiles before and after the completion of the machining trials for each 

DT-NCHR-10 diamond-coated silicon probe used for machining at applied loads of 20 

µN and 10 µN.  
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From the qualitative analysis, which can be made from the SEM-based profiles, it 

is also worth mentioning that about 50% of the diamond-coated probes used in Chapter 4 

exhibited a fracture even though the maximum pre-set normal applied force, i.e. 40 µN 

was in the lower end of the range considered here, which is between 10 µN and 100 µN. 

The quantitative assessment of the volumetric wear of the probes will be reported later 

on in Section 5.5.2. However, an initial qualitative analysis suggested that the probes used 

in the set of experiments reported in this chapter have suffered negligible wear in 

comparison with the observations made in Chapter 4.  

 

This noticeable difference in the occurrence of fracture and in the wear of the 

diamond-coated tips between the probes employed in this chapter and those utilised in 

the previous chapter may be explained as follows. First, the DT-NCHR-10 probes 

considered here have an average radius of 134 nm in comparison with 95 nm for the DCP 

20 probes utilised in Chapter 4. Thus, the radius for these particular probes is 

approximately 28% larger than the probes used in previous chapter. As already mentioned 

in Chapter 3, for a given set-applied load, a blunter tip would lead to a higher contact area 

and thus, a reduced contact stress. For this reason, the wear of the blunter tips may be 

expected to be lower. Second, the diamond coating of the DCP20 probes used in Chapter 

4 is N-doped while the coating of the DT-NCHR-10 probes used in this chapter is not. 

Recent reports in the literature (see Shen and Chen, 2009 and 2007), suggest that the 

doping with nitrogen has the effect of reducing the strength of diamond films. Third, 

based on the manufacturer specification of the DT-NCHR-10 probes, it was calculated 

that the thickness of the diamond coating for these probes are about 31 % greater than the 

thickness of the diamond coating for the DCP 20 probes used in Chapter 4.  Thus, these 

combined effect may be the contributing factors to the observed increased likelihood of 
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tip fracture for the experiments reported in the previous chapter where the DCP20 probes 

were used.  

 

Figures 5.15 presents bar graphs to provide a comparison of the radius 

measurements obtained between the SEM and the cross-section profiles acquired from 

the reverse imaging scan approach. The standard deviation measurement is only given for 

the reverse imaging scan approach as the radii were estimated in four different cross 

section. From these bar graphs, it can be said that the estimated radii obtained from the 

reverse imaging scan method are higher than, but still agree relatively well with, the SEM 

radius measurement. Thus, this analysis indicates that the reverse imaging technique 

could be a more reliable approach for obtaining 3D data about the geometry of the probe 

tip in comparison with the ultra-sharp tip scan approach. Another measurement presented 

in this section is concerned with the estimation of the radii of the unused tips and those 

of the same tips at selected machining lengths. These plots are given in Figures 5.16 and 

5.17 and rely on data acquired from the reverse imaging method. Based on these plots, 

the rate of change of the radius values were also calculated and the results are presented 

in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. As in previous chapters, the rate of change calculation was done by 

fitting a linear function to the data points for a given trial. In this chapter, this was carried 

out after 0.5 mm of machining when the wear evolution had reached a steadier state. 

 

When each plot Figures 5.16 and 5.17 are compared with one another, it can be said 

that the evolution of the tip radius does not seem to be influenced by the machining 

direction. After completion of the experiments, the largest radius values were measured 

for the probes used in Trial 5 and Trial 9. However, one should keep in mind that these  
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the radius measurements obtained from the reverse imaging 

technique and SEM inspection for machining distances of 0.0 mm and 3.0 mm. The 

error bars show the standard deviation.  
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Figure 5.16: Evolution of tip radii as a function of the machining direction and distance 

for different values of set normal force considered for DT-NCHR-10 diamond-coated 

silicon probes. 
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Figure 5.17: Evolution of tip radii as a function of the machining direction and distance 

for different values of set normal force considered for DT-NCHR-10 diamond-coated 

silicon probes.  
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Table 5.3: Rate of change of the radius values based on the plots in Figure 5.16. 

 

 

Table 5.4: Rate of change of the radius values based on the plots in Figure 5.17.  

Machining 

direction 

Trial 

Applied 

normal force 

(µN) 

Rate of change of tip radius 

(nm / mm) between the 

machining points 0.5 mm 

until 3.0 mm 

1 

1 100 13.1 

4 60 9.3 

2 

2 100 6.4 

5 60 10.0 

3 

3 100 6.9 

6 60 6.0 

Machining 

direction 

Trial 

Applied 

normal force 

(µN) 

Rate of change of tip radius 

(nm / mm) between the 

machining points 0.5 mm 

until 3.0 mm 

1 

7 20 3.4 

10 10 4.6 

2 

8 20 3.0 

11 10 4.4 

3 

9 20 3.3 

12 10 -6.3 
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probes also displayed the highest radii prior to the start of the nanomachining operations. 

When comparing the results presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, it can be said that the rate of 

change of tip radius is dependent on the magnitude of the set normal applied force. 

Particularly, the values of the rate of change of the tip radius for applied forces of 60 µN 

and 100 µN are larger than those for applied forces of 20 µN and 10 µN. Finally, the rate 

of change of the radius values for all the machining direction for the set applied normal 

force of 20 µN in this experimental study is lower compared to that reported in Chapter 

4 for the same pre-set normal applied force. This would confirm that the probes used in 

Chapter 4 might have suffered much more wear as mentioned above. 

 

5.5.2  Volume loss measurement 

The graph presented in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show the evolution of the tip volume 

loss for set applied normal forces of 100 µN, 60 µN, 20 µN and 10 µN (see Appendix G). 

The measurement for this metric is calculated for the individual trials. From these figures, 

the rate of change of volume loss between the machining distance of 0.5 mm until 3.0 

mm for all the set applied normal loads were also calculated as shown in Tables 5.5 and 

5.6. When comparing the plots in Figure 5.18 and 5.19, it is obvious that Trial 1 has the 

highest tip volume loss. In this case, machining was along Direction 1 and with a set 

normal applied force of 100 µN. This result is in line with the observation made earlier 

regarding the fact that expected the probe for this experiment might have suffered 

breakage during the machining process. In addition, the rate of change of volume loss for 

this particular trial also has a greatest value compared to the other trials. It is also 

interesting to note that the results in Figures 5.19 exhibited much lower tip volume loss 

when comparing with the results shown in Figure 5.18. It is believed that the tips utilised 

for this particular set applied loads, i.e. 20 µN and 10 µN, almost had no wear. This can  
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Figure 5.18: Evolution of the tip volume loss as a function of the machining direction 

for the different values of set normal force considered for DT-NCHR-10 diamond-

coated silicon probes with standard deviation.  
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Figure 5.19: Evolution of the tip volume loss as a function of the machining direction 

for the different values of set normal force considered for DT-NCHR-10 diamond-

coated silicon probes with standard deviation.  
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Table 5.5: Rate of change of volume loss based on the plots in Figure 5.18. 

 

 

Table 5.6: Rate of change of volume loss based on the plots in Figure 5.19.  

Machining 

direction 

Trial 

Applied 

normal force 

(µN) 

Rate of change of volume 

loss (nm3 x 106 / mm) 

between the machining 

points 1.0 mm until 3.0 mm 

1 

1 100 4.84 

4 60 4.01 

2 

2 100 2.60 

5 60 2.93 

3 

3 100 3.43 

6 60 1.30 

Machining 

direction 

Trial 

Applied 

normal force 

(µN) 

Rate of change of volume 

loss (nm3 x 106 / mm) 

between the machining 

points 1.0 mm until 3.0 mm 

1 

7 20 0.01 

10 10 0.03 

2 

8 20 0.08 

11 10 0.03 

3 

9 20 0.06 

12 10 0.03 
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be observed when comparing profiles of the unused tip and the tip used for machining 

after completing 3.0 mm of machining distance (see Figure 5.14). This result was similar 

to that of Gozen and Ozdoganlar (2014), where at the first 3 mm of the nanomachining 

distance the tip had a volume loss less than 1.106 nm3, but in this case ultrananocrystalline 

diamond AFM tips were employed. 

 

Another result that could be derived from Figures 5.18 and 5.19 is that the tip 

volume loss seems dependent on the machining direction. Particularly, processing along 

Direction 1 always results in the highest tip volume loss at the end of each trial regardless 

of the normal load applied. In contrast, machining along Direction 3 leads to the lowest 

value of tip volume loss. It is interesting to note that such a conclusion could not be made 

Chapter 3 (refer to Figure 3.14) nor in Chapter 4 (refer to Figure 4.13). The main reason 

that can be put forward to explain this is the fact that most of the probes used in Chapters 

3 and 4 suffered from tip breakage during nanomachining. This means that the wear 

process could not be considered to be in control as it is affected by sudden discontinuities 

when a fracture event takes place. This results from the fact that the material of the probes 

was different between each chapters. For Chapter 3, the tips were in silicon and thus, they 

were very brittle. In addition, although the probes used for Chapter 4 were diamond 

coated, their N-doped nature and different geometry seem to be important factors that 

contributed to tip breakage.  

 

Based on the qualitative analysis of these graphs, it can also be said that the 

magnitude of the applied force influences the tip volume loss. Indeed, for the majority of 

results, the larger the load, the highest was the wear volume. In addition, the tip volume 

loss values are three order of magnitude smaller for 10 µN of applied load in comparison 
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with 100 µN. The only exception to the observation is for Direction 2 at applied loads of 

100 µN and 60 µN. Indeed, as quantified in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6, this is the only case 

where the rate of change of volume loss is not directly dependent on the magnitude of the 

applied force. In order words, this tables confirm that the rate of change of tip volume 

loss is generally higher for a greater set normal applied force.  

 

Another conclusion can be drawn from Table 5.6, when compared with the results 

from the previous chapter is that the rate of change of volume loss for the DT-NCHR 

probes at a fixed load of 20 µN is two order of magnitude smaller than that for the DCP20 

probes utilised previously. This confirms observations made earlier with Figure 5.14 

where the cross-section of the profiles obtained from the SEM micrograph show that 

generally, the AFM probe employed in this chapter suffered less wear at 20 µN. The 

reason behind this are the same as those mentioned earlier when discussing why the DT-

NCHR-10 AFM probes were found to be more durable than the DCP20 probes.   

 

5.5.3 Machined grooves 

SEM micrographs for the set of grooves machined in this chapter are shown in 

Tables 5.7 and 5.8 for the different considered machining distances and normal applied 

forces. In addition, cross section profiles of these grooves are shown in Figures 5.20 and 

5.21 for all trials at two different machining distances, namely 0.5 mm and 3.0 mm. These 

profiles were obtained from the AFM scans of the copper workpiece. Based on these 

profiles, the H/D ratio was calculated using the formula from Ahn and Lee (2009). These 

results are given in Tables 5.9 and 5.10.  
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Based on the SEM micrographs of the generated grooves, it can be said that 

machining along Direction 1 at the highest value of applied load lead to chip being formed 

on the surface of the workpiece, except at 3.0 mm of machining distance. This should be 

caused by the tip breakage that the probe might have suffered as discussed in the previous 

sections. Thus, such a fracture would have resulted in the geometry of the probe that was 

not favourable to process the workpiece in a cutting dominated regime. The H/D ratio 

values reported in Table 5.9 are in-line with this observation. 

 

In contrast, when machining along Direction 2, machining was realised only in the 

ploughing-dominated regime as no chips could be found on the sample. In fact, this 

observation for Direction 2 also applies for all the different values of normal load 

investigated. The occurrence of this particular machining state could be confirmed from 

the H/D ratio measurements reported in Table 5.9. Regarding the machining experiments 

along Direction 3, chips were formed only for highest normal applied force, i.e. 100 µN 

and especially for a machining distance less than 3 mm. The corresponding H/D ratio 

values seen in Table 5.9 tend to corroborate these observations. More specifically, given 

that the H/D ratio is above but still close to one for the smallest machining distance, it is 

suggested that a mixture of both ploughing and cutting takes place for this processing 

condition. It is also interesting to note that, in contrast with the results obtained in Chapter 

4, processing along Direction 3 did result in the formation of grooves even for normal 

applied loads as low as 10 µN, although it is acknowledged that grooves were not 

consistently machined for lower applied force values. This should be due to the fact that 

tip breakage was observed in Chapter 4 for one of the loads considered along Direction 

3. In addition, the difference of torsional stiffness between the probes used in this chapter 

and in Chapter 4 may also explain the difference in the observed machining outcomes   
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Table 5.7: SEM micrographs of grooves at the considered machining distances for set 

applied force of 100 µN and 60 µN. Scale bars: 12 µm.   

Trial 

Set up 

applied 

force 

(µN) 

SEM micrographs of grooves 

0.5 mm 1.0 mm 1.5 mm 3.0 mm 

1 

100 

    

2 

    

3 

    

4 

60 

    

5 

    

6 
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Figure 5.20: Grooves profiles.  
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Table 5.8: SEM micrographs of grooves at the considered machining distances for set 

applied force of 20 µN and 10 µN. Scale bars: 12 µm.   

Trial 

Set up 

applied 

force 

(µN) 

SEM micrographs of grooves 

0.5 mm 1.0 mm 1.5 mm 3.0 mm 

7 

20 

    

8 

    

9 

    

10 

10 

    

11 

    

12 
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Figure 5.21: Grooves profiles.  
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Table 5.9: H/D ratios for set applied force 100 µN and 60 µN. 

 

 

 

Table 5.10: H/D ratios for set applied force 20 µN and 10 µN.  

Trial 

Applied 

normal force 

(µN) 

H/D ratio with standard deviation 

During machining 

trial until 0.5 mm 

During machining 

trial until 3.0 mm 

1 

100 

0.65 ± 0.12 1.15 ± 0.13 

2 0. 96 ± 0.28 1.12 ± 0.40 

3 1.07 ± 0.48 1.24 ± 0.30 

4 

60 

0.64 ± 0.22 0.74 ± 0.65 

5 0.98 ± 0.84 1.75 ± 0.15 

6 5.21 ± 2.12 3.25 ± 0.73 

Trial 

Applied 

normal force 

(µN) 

H/D ratio with standard deviation 

During machining 

trial until 0.5 mm 

During machining 

trial until 3.0 mm 

7 

20 

0.95 ± 0.17 1.26 ± 1.50 

8 6.25 ± 0.04 6.42 ± 0.28 

9 3.44 ± 0.56 7.48 ± 0.73 

10 

10 

4.65 ± 0.86 6.23 ± 0.32 

11 1.18 ± 1.28 2.31 ± 0.52 

12 6.24 ± 1.17 7.15 ± 0.09 
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between both chapters along the direction perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever.   

 

For the lower pre-set values of normal applied force, i.e. 20 µN and 10 µN, Table 

5.10 show that the H/D ratio values are always more than unity, i.e. 1. This results indicate 

that the machining process for all the trials was conducted in the ploughing-dominated 

regime. However, the SEM micrographs reported in Table 5.8 show that in some case, 

small chips were still formed for this lower applied loads, especially when machining 

along Direction 1. To explain this apparent contradiction between the H/D ratio values 

and the SEM micrographs, it is worth keeping in mind that at the transition between 

ploughing and cutting the workpiece material is still expected to be subjected to some 

level of elastic recovery as reported in Elkaseer and Brousseau (2014). In addition, the 

small chips observed from the SEM micrographs could be the results of the interaction 

between the single diamond crystal of the Cu material. This means that, while the overall 

machining process is undertaken via ploughing, it is also possible that some of the 

diamond grains act as secondary cutting edges. Further investigations should be required 

to study the validity of this hypothesis. If it proved to be valid, this would mean that the 

calculation of the H/D ratio may not always be suitable when processing with 

polycrystalline cutting tools at the nanoscale. 

 

Finally, the conclusion made in Chapter 4 stating that machining along Direction 3 

was not so favourable for the groove formation process can also be observed here. For 

example, at the highest normal applied force of 100 µN, grooves machining in this 

direction appear to be the shallowest compare to the other Trials (see Table 5.7 and Figure 

5.20). The possible reason behind this observation could be due to the tip machining in a 

more negative rake angle. These phenomena could also be found in Tseng et al (2010) 
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where the profile of the machined groove was shallower compared to the machining 

directions parallel the long cantilever axis. Similarly, this can be observed for other set 

normal applied force values.  

   

5.6 Conclusions 

This chapter started with investigating the reliability of two AFM tip apex 

characterisation techniques that can be realised in-situ and provide 3D geometric data 

about the tip shape, namely the ultra-sharp tip scan approach and the reverse imaging 

method. Based on quantitative and qualitative data obtained with both techniques, it was 

concluded that the reverse imaging scan method leads to more reliable results. 

Consequently, this technique was employed in the remainder of this chapter to 

characterise the geometry of AFM tips, coated with a film of 100 nm polycrystalline 

diamond, during further AFM probe-based machining experiments. These machining 

trials were performed to understand further the behaviour and the performance of silicon 

probes with diamond-coating when considering normal applied loads between 10 µN and 

100 µN, which was a larger range than that studied in Chapter 4. The conclusions reached 

for this additional experimental study for this chapter can be summarised as follows:  

 

 For a given applied load, the silicon diamond-coated probes used here exhibited 

negligible wear and were less likely to suffer fracture in comparison with the 

observations made earlier and in particular, with Chapter 4 where silicon tip coated 

with a diamond film were also employed. As result, the nanomachining process was 

more likely to be in control for set of experiments reported here. The reasons put 

forward to explain this difference between both types of probes are related to 1) the 

larger radius of the tips used in this chapter, which is expected to lead to a reduced 
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contact stress; 2) the fact that the diamond coating of the probes utilised here was 

not N-doped and 3) the larger thickness of the diamond coating for the probes 

considered in this chapter. 

 

 The evolution of the tip radius did not seem to be influenced by the machining 

direction while the evolution of the volume loss was. More specifically, processing 

along in a direction away and parallel to the cantilever long axis always resulted in 

the largest tip volume loss regardless of the normal load applied. In addition, for 

the majority of results, the wear volume increased with the increase in the normal 

load. This result appears to be intuitive. It could not be made in former chapters due 

to the fact that the process was not in control previously.  

   

 When machining in a direction perpendicular to the cantilever, the groove was very 

shallow compare to the other machining directions that were parallel to the long 

cantilever axis.  This phenomenon could also be observed in Chapters 3 and 4. 

 

 When employing AFM tips coated with a film made of a polycrystalline material, it 

is possible that the individual grains of the film may act as local cutting edges. If 

further studies confirmed that this is the case, this would explain how ploughing 

might be the overall groove formation mechanism, while still observing the 

formation of small chips.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

6.1 Overview 

This chapter discusses the main contributions of this research, presents the most 

important conclusions and suggests directions for future work. 

 

6.2 Contributions 

This research took place in the field of AFM probe-based nanoscale machining. In 

particular, it was concerned with the systematic assessment of the geometrical condition 

of different types of AFM tips when varying two process parameters, namely the applied 

load and the machining direction.  Thus, this study provides additional experimental data 

with respect to the wear of AFM tips for the growing research community that focusses 

on nanoscale machining with an AFM instrument. In particular, tip wear studies are still 

scarce in this field despite the importance of the phenomenon on the process outcomes. 

The knowledge gaps that were identified in Chapter 2 following the systematic review of 

the literature are summarised below. The contributions that this study has made to address 

each of these gaps is also stated below. 

 

Knowledge gap 1: It was not clear whether the tip wear may vary significantly as a 

function of different nanomachining parameters and particularly, as a function of the tip 

material, machining direction and applied load. 

Contribution: This study shows that the tips in silicon are very prone to initial tip 

fracture during the AFM probe-based nanomachining process. The same phenomenon 

could also occur when silicon tips coated with diamond were utilised, although to a lesser 
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extent compared to silicon tips. For this reason, it was difficult to draw firm conclusions 

about the influence of the machining direction and applied load on the tip wear from a 

large number of experimental trials reported here. Indeed, for a substantial amount of 

trials, the nano-machining process was not in control due to tip fracture. In spite of this, 

it is still possible to put forward some overall findings with respect to observed machining 

phenomena as a function of the processing direction. In particular, the employed AFM 

probes used to machine a single crystal copper workpiece in a direction parallel to the 

long axis of the cantilever and towards it mostly operated in the cutting-dominated 

regime. However, in the direction parallel to the cantilever long axis and away from it, as 

well as in the direction perpendicular to the cantilever, most of the nanomachining 

operations appeared dominated by ploughing regardless of the applied load. In addition, 

it can be said that, overall, the machining direction perpendicular to the long axis of the 

cantilever was less favourable to generate grooves.  

 

Knowledge gap 2: Despite the fact that the estimation of the radius of AFM tips is a 

commonly employed metric in tip characterisation studies, it was not clear whether radius 

measurements are reliable for determining the condition of AFM tips when used to 

machine a workpiece. 

Contribution: In this particular research, the results of the AFM tip radius estimation 

were reliable only when the probe suffered no fracture during the nanomachining process. 

In this case, a higher tip radius corresponded to an increase in tip wear. 

 

Knowledge gap 3: When recreating the 3D volume of a tip from the 2D profile of a SEM 

or TEM image, a common assumption is to assume that the tip is made of a stack of 
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circular disks. Further work should be completed to propose a more accurate 

discretisation scheme. 

Contribution: A method was proposed to estimate the volume an AFM tip from a 2D 

profile by discretising the tip into a stack of frustums of right circular cones. In addition, 

it was shown that the error associated with the more common discretisation scheme which 

uses circular disk-shaped elements was 26%. Thus, it could be said that the suggested 

method is more accurate compared to the existing approach. 

 

Knowledge gap 4: The identification of the best in-situ 3D measurement technique in 

terms of accuracy and practical suitability when implementing AFM probe-based 

nanomachining represents a line of research that needed systematic investigations. 

Contribution: Based on the comparative analysis of the quantitative and qualitative 

data obtained with two different in-situ 3D measurement techniques, namely the ultra-

sharp tip scan method and the reverse imaging method, it was concluded that the reverse 

imaging technique leads to more reliable results. In addition, experience gained during 

this work showed that implementing the ultra-sharp tip scan technique is not a straight-

forward procedure and requires a highly skilled operator such that it can be carried out 

reliably. In comparison, the reverse imaging approach does not require for the AFM tip 

under investigation to be removed from the AFM head.  

 

In addition, a further contribution from this study is that the validity of the H/D ratio 

method for assessing the processing regime experienced during nanomachining was 

realised for a larger range of machining parameters compared to data reported in the 

literature. 
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6.3 Conclusions 

The conclusions that can be drawn based on this research with respect to the AFM 

tip-based nanomachining process and the AFM probe characterisation experiments can 

be summarised as follows:  

 

1. When nanomachining operations are affected by tip breakage, the process outcomes 

are dependent on the resulting tip geometry after such fracture. In particular, the 

resulting tip geometry influences the contact area between the probe and the sample 

and thus, the stress concentration at the tip apex. In addition, the tip geometry after 

breakage also plays a role in determining whether machining is taking place in the 

ploughing-dominated or cutting-dominated regime, which in turn is expected to 

influence the machining force and thus, the wear.  

 

2. Negligible wear and a much reduced likelihood of fracture could be achieved when 

using silicon tips coated with polycrystalline diamond with no nitrogen doping. Thus, 

the nanomachining process is more likely to be in control in this case.  

 

3. When managing to implement the nanomachining process in a state of control, the 

results obtained suggest that the evolution of the tip wear was influenced by the 

machining direction. In particular, processing along a direction parallel and away to 

the cantilever long axis always leads to the largest tip volume loss regardless of the 

normal load applied. It is interesting to note that this is also the direction where the 

process was most likely to be conducted in the ploughing-dominated regime. This 

result is in-line with the expectation that cutting forces increase when machining is 

conducted in the ploughing-dominated regime compared to processing with chip 
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formation. In addition, when the nanomachining process is in control, the wear volume 

increases with the increase in the normal load for all directions considered.  

 

4. Generally, the validity of the H/D ratio as a post-processing metric to distinguish 

between ploughing and cutting on the nanoscale was verified. However, care should 

be taken about drawing firm conclusions when this ratio is close to unity and when a 

tool coated with a polycrystalline material is utilised. 

 

5. The 2D data of the tip geometry obtained from SEM inspections could provide reliable 

results for characterising the tip apex profile. However, such data have limitations 

when analysing the tip wear, especially for measuring the wear volume. In addition, 

the acquisition of SEM micrographs for an AFM probe is a time consuming process 

which could also result in tip damage when placing the AFM probe in the SEM 

chamber.  

 

6. Finally, the torsional stiffness of the AFM probe used influences the groove formation 

process. In particular, the V-shape cantilevers used in this study had less torsional 

rigidity compared to rectangular cantilevers. This was detrimental to the machining of 

grooves when processing in a direction perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever.  

 

6.4 Recommendations for future work 

Further research efforts were identified during this research. These are reported as 

follows: 
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1. Even though the characterisation of AFM tips was performed at regular intervals 

throughout this study, the implemented wear monitoring approaches should be 

considered as off-line techniques. Indeed, the nanomachining operations needed to be 

interrupted every time the probe was due for inspection. Thus, further research for 

developing an online method to monitor the tip wear is still required. Efforts in this 

direction should focus on techniques which can be easily implemented with any type 

of commercial probes. 

 

2. The ultra-sharp tip scan approach used in Chapter 4 for charactering the AFM tip apex 

profile shows that this in-situ technique always overestimates the width of the tip 

profile. Hence, further comprehensive studies should be carried out to identify the 

factors that are responsible for this.  

 

3. In this research, most of the AFM probes used for machining operations suffered tip 

breakage. Thus, a better understanding of tip fracture initiation and propagation may 

provide some useful guidance for the AFM practitioner when implementing this 

nanoscale machining process. 

 

4. Further investigation is required to confirm whether the individual grains of the 

polycrystalline material film may act as local cutting edges when employing AFM tips 

coated with such films for nanomachining operations.  
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Appendix A: Comparison between two discretisation schemes for tip 

volume calculations from 2D profile data. 

 

For each of the six probes utilised in Chapter 3, Table A.1 provide data between 

different tip volume estimation methods from 2D profiles. From the results in Table A.1, 

the graph of the comparison between two discretisation schemes for tip volume 

calculations from 2D profile data is also illustrated in Figure A.1. The first method relies 

on representing the tip as a stack of circular disk-shaped elements while the second 

method is based on a stack of frustums of right circular cones. The formula used to express 

the volume, Vc, when using a stack of circular disk shaped elements is given below. 

 𝑉𝑐 =  𝜋𝑟𝑐
2ℎ𝑐 (A.1.0) 

where hc is the height, rc is the radius of the circular disk shape as shown in Figure A.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.1: Circular disk 

  

rc 

hc 
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Table A.1: Volume of the six NSC 15 silicon tips used in Chapter 3 prior to the start of 

the experimental trials. 

 

 

Figure A.2: Comparison between two discretisation schemes for tip volume calculations 

from 2D profile data 
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The error, Verror, associated with the discretisation using circular disk-shaped 

elements was estimated as follows: 

 

 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  
𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 − 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑚

𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑚
 × 100% (A 1.1) 

 

where Vaverage circular disk and Vaverage frustum are the average volume values, from the six 

probes employed in Chapter 3, for the stack of circular disk-shaped elements and the stack 

of frustums of right circular cones discretisation schemes, respectively. 
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Appendix B: Fitness agreement for AFM tip profile 

 

The fitted polynomial of the AFM tip profile was conducted by using Excel 

software.  In particular, the polynomial of degree two trendline profile is formatted to the 

tip profile as illustrated in Figure B.1. The fitness agreement between these two profiles 

was between 88% to 97% as shown in Tables B.1 and B.2. In particular, the fitness 

agreement (R-squared value) which is the estimation values of the trendline profile that 

correspond to the actual data which in this case is the profile of the AFM probe.  

 

 

 

Figure B.1: Profile of the polynomial of degree two fitted to profile of the AFM probe 
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AFM probe 
Fitness agreement (%) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Silicon tip (NSC 15) 95.23 97.59 96.20 91.67 97.23 88.42 

Silicon diamond 

coated tip with 

nitrogen doping (DCP 

20) 

96.70 95.69 97.44 96.57 97.16 96.61 

Silicon diamond 

coated tip without 

nitrogen doping (DT-

NCHR 10) 

94.08 96.17 92.58 89.21 95.40 95.77 

 

Table B.1:  Fitness agreement (R-squared value) between polynomial degree two profile 

and AFM tip profile prior to the start of the experimental trials. 

 

 

 

AFM probe 
Fitness agreement (%) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Silicon tip (NSC 15) 84.95 85.54 90.20 90.10 90.10 87.33 

Silicon diamond 

coated tip with 

nitrogen doping (DCP 

20) 

87.32 88.00 93.48 96.21 91.61 86.32 

Silicon diamond 

coated tip without 

nitrogen doping (DT-

NCHR 10) 

97.44 94.28 88.32 85.59 89.38 95.49 

 

Table B.2:  Fitness agreement between polynomial degree two profile and AFM tip 

profile after completing the experimental trials.
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Appendix C: SEM micrograph of AFM silicon tip after breakage 

occurrence.  

 

Figure C.1 show SEM micrographs of NSC 15 silicon tips. It believes that the tips 

exhibited a fracture after 0.5 mm machining distance.   

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure C.1: SEM micrographs of the six NSC 15 silicon tips after machining at 0.5 mm.   
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Appendix D: SEM micrograph of AFM silicon diamond coated tip 

after breakage occurrence 

 

Figure D.1 show a few of SEM micrographs of silicon diamond coated tip with 

nitrogen doping. It believes that the tips exhibited a fracture during the machining 

operation. 

 

   

 

 

  

 

Figure D.1: SEM micrographs of the DCP 20 silicon diamond coated tips with nitrogen 

doping after machining at 0.5 mm.   
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Figure D.2: show a SEM micrographs of silicon diamond coated tip with nitrogen 

doping. It believes that the tips exhibited a fracture during the machining operation. 

 

 

Figure D.2: SEM micrographs of the DT-NCHR 10 silicon diamond coated tips without 

nitrogen doping after machining at 0.5 mm at set applied force 100 µN. 

 

Figure D.3 shown an image of the single crystal copper with a part of the utilized 

silicon diamond coated tip with nitrogen doping stuck on the surface of the sample 

 

Figure D.3: A part of silicon polycrystalline diamond coated tip without nitrogen doping 

stuck on the surface of single crystal copper workpiece  
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Appendix E: Evolution of tip radius, area and volume loss value for 

silicon tip nanomachining experiments. 

 

Tables E.1, E.2 and E.3 show the measurement values for tip radius, area and 

volume loss measurement respectively for silicon tip nanomachining experiment.  

 

Machining 

distance 

(mm) 

Radius measurement (nm) 

Trials 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

0.0 8.0 9.4 13.5 19.9 14.2 46.3 

0.5 76.9 325.0 86.0 352.0 227.3 151.6 

1.0 128.0 454.6 92.0 294.0 321.5 294.1 

1.5 119.1 480.0 102.0 325.0 263.2 277.8 

3.0 161.3 492.0 119.1 337.0 263.2 357.1 

 

Table E.1: Evolution of tip radius measurement for silicon tip. 

 

 

 

Machining 

distance 

(mm) 

Area loss measurement (nm2 x 104) 

Trials 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.5 13.9 47.2 70.2 64.2 20.4 20.6 

1.0 14.4 53.5 73.2 77.8 30.9 24.3 

1.5 18.0 54.1 73.3 84.7 31.2 29.7 

3.0 21.5 55.5 79.3 88.6 33.5 31.4 

 

Table E.2: Evolution of tip area loss measurement for silicon tip. 
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Machining 

distance 

(mm) 

Volume loss measurement (nm3x 106) 

Trials 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.5 47.9 159.5 211.5 119.7 63.7 35.6 

1.0 59.9 175.3 218.6 147.3 83.5 44.3 

1.5 70.6 182.3 220.5 166.7 99.7 52.8 

3.0 73.8 190.0 232.4 185.6 118.6 57.6 

 

Table E.3: Evolution of tip volume loss measurement for silicon tip. 
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Appendix F: Evolution of tip radius and volume loss value for silicon 

diamond coated tip with nitrogen doping nanomachining experiments. 

 

Tables F.1 and F.2 show the measurement values for tip radius and volume loss 

measurement respectively for silicon diamond coated tip with nitrogen doping 

nanomachining experiment.  

 

Machining 

distance 

(mm) 

Radius measurement (nm) 

Trials 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

0.0 84.2 77.7 81.5 110.1 94.8 102.2 

0.5 84.8 183.4 81.6 147.2 97.6 104.8 

1.0 119.3 194.6 130.0 212.1 113.1 145.9 

1.5 127.0 196.9 146.7 212.1 123.1 159.3 

3.0 145.5 239.2 186.4 223.5 126.9 162.6 

5.0 158.7 232.0 254.7 292.1 135.8 165.6 
 

Table F.1: Evolution of tip radius measurement for silicon diamond coated tip with 

nitrogen doping. 

 

Machining 

distance 

(mm) 

Volume loss measurement (nm3x 106) 

Trials 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.5 23.9 52.1 34.4 21.4 27.7 33.8 

1.0 28.8 55.0 104.8 32.5 28.9 51.2 

1.5 32.1 87.7 111.9 52.3 40.9 65.8 

3.0 38.5 89.4 121.3 60.8 49.0 66.4 

5.0 45.6 100.5 144.9 111.6 54.9 66.4 

 

Table F.2: Evolution of tip volume loss measurement for silicon diamond coated tip 

with nitrogen doping. 
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Appendix G: Evolution of tip radius and volume loss value for silicon diamond coated tip without nitrogen doping 

nanomachining experiments. 

 

Tables G.1 and G.2 show the measurement values for tip radius and volume loss measurement respectively for silicon diamond coated 

tip without nitrogen doping nanomachining experiment. 

 

 Table G.1: Evolution of tip radius measurement for silicon diamond coated tip without nitrogen doping. 

Radius 

measurement 

(nm)

Standard 

deviation

Radius 

measurement 

(nm)

Standard 

deviation

Radius 

measurement 

(nm)

Standard 

deviation

Radius 

measurement 

(nm)

Standard 

deviation

Radius 

measurement 

(nm)

Standard 

deviation

1 113.0 7.0 117.9 10.1 122.3 5.6 143.0 5.2 150.1 4.5

2 95.1 6.4 127.0 16.4 143.2 21.7 145.3 5.6 146.2 11.8

3 136.0 33.8 143.0 14.1 149.0 5.3 158.0 2.5 161.0 8.8

4 112.2 3.8 126.0 9.9 128.3 7.8 132.1 3.4 146.9 5.4

5 173.4 21.6 185.0 18.2 195.8 17.6 201.0 26.0 121.3 18.4

6 135.0 2.5 143.8 4.1 153.2 11.4 158.1 2.1 161.4 9.6

7 133.1 5.5 140.2 6.5 143.0 3.2 148.0 2.6 149.0 2.8

8 127.0 11.2 131.0 8.7 131.4 6.5 134.0 5.8 137.9 6.7

9 175.1 1.1 178.4 0.8 182.0 3.2 183.2 2.8 187.3 2.3

10 135.0 1.5 138.2 4.3 142.2 3.2 146.0 2.6 150.1 1.8

11 120.5 7.8 121.2 3.2 123.0 3.1 126.0 2.7 132.0 1.5

12 147.0 1.1 152.0 2.1 148.3 2.8 138.9 3.2 135.7 2.4

Machining distance (mm)

Trials
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 3.0



Appendix G: Evolution of tip radius and volume value for silicon diamond coated tip without nitrogen doping nanomachining experiments.  
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Table G.2: Evolution of tip volume loss measurement for silicon diamond coated tip without nitrogen doping. 

 

Volume loss 

measurement 

(nm
3
x 10

6
)

Standard 

deviation

Volume loss 

measurement 

(nm
3
x 10

6
)

Standard 

deviation

Volume loss 

measurement 

(nm
3
x 10

6
)

Standard 

deviation

Volume loss 

measurement 

(nm
3
x 10

6
)

Standard 

deviation

Volume loss 

measurement 

(nm
3
x 10

6
)

Standard 

deviation

1 0.000 0.000 7.520 0.015 9.500 0.014 14.500 0.017 19.500 0.001

2 0.000 0.000 2.540 0.001 5.560 0.011 7.520 0.004 9.520 0.055

3 0.000 0.000 0.080 0.011 3.820 0.012 8.060 0.020 8.800 0.013

4 0.000 0.000 40.086 0.048 53.000 0.129 126.400 0.159 130.000 0.133

5 0.000 0.000 36.000 0.428 85.000 0.136 105.000 0.186 118.000 0.208

6 0.000 0.000 22.000 0.105 34.000 0.571 45.000 0.127 56.000 0.058

7 0.000 0.000 1.500 0.146 2.200 0.138 2.800 0.165 4.200 0.076

8 0.000 0.000 1.100 0.107 1.500 0.113 2.200 0.037 3.100 0.140

9 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.107 1.200 0.120 1.500 0.196 2.200 0.128

10 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.001 0.006 0.001 0.008 0.002 0.013 0.001

11 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.001 0.007 0.001 0.011 0.000 0.012 0.001

12 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.007 0.002 0.010 0.001

Trials

Machining distance (mm)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 3.0
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